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To University

Center

PRICE FIVE CENTS

Proposed A Budget Nears
85 Thousa·nd Dtllar-Mark
c

LombCrdia Says lt1s
/Realistic, Necessary/
By WING PREODOR

Lee Lombardia, student association president, presented a proposed SA budget
of $84,825 to the student legislature Thursday.
When asked if he thought the budget would make it through channels uncut,
Lombardia said, "To be perfectly frank, no, I don't think we will get it." But
•he went on to explain, "This
is a realistic budget. It has
ENCEPHALITfS STUDY already been cut from our
original estimate. It is,
perhaps unfortunately, not
padded; and the only way
to cut it further is to cut
particular projects."

Woolfenden, Student
Take Bird Census

NO PROFITS

From UC
Through Mall

To

Class~s

-IUSF .Photo)

CONGRATULATES FATHER AND DAUGHTER .

President JohnS. Allen congratulates Judy Hark·
ness for meeting requirements for graduation while
her father, Dr. Donald Harkness, associate professor
at USF, looks on. Miss Harkness was among those
graduates being honored at a coffee recently. She is
currently teaching at Miles Elementary School.
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THE TAMP A TL'\IES
1\londay, .1\lay 6, 1963

S.African

Deaths in the Tampaay Area, Elsewhere

1\IRS. EDITH C. FRAYNE
dren. Mrs. Cromartie was a had lived in Tampa for the laot Utica, N.Y.; Robert, Tampa; sev- 1
Mrs. Edith Cla•·a Frayne, 74. ~mem?er of the Florida Ave. \ four years. Sbe was a me_m?er en grandchildren and several
of 712 E. Louisiana. died Friday Bapt1st Church. the Golden Age of the Broad St. Chnstian great-grandchildren. Mr. Brantafternoon in a local hospital. A Club of Tampa. and original ! Church. Survivors include her ley was a member of the First I
native of England, she had been 1 member o~ the Sunny-Land husband, Jack Washburn; a son, Seventh Day Adventist Church
a resident of Tampa for the DemonstJ·at10n Club.
Roger, Tampa; her parents Mr. of Tampa and was a retired
last 18 ye'ars. She is survived by I
and Mrs. Clarence Harmon. elder of the Seventh Day Ada son, T. J. Frayne. Tampa: two
l\IRS. ELENA MENENDEZ
Englewood. and a b•·other, Earl venti t Church in South Caro~
daughters. Mrs. Pal.ricia Bryant,
Mrs. ~lena Menendez. 74, ~[ 1 Harmon of Englewood.
lina.
Tampa and Mrs. William Sim- 3324 G•cy St.. dted Sun~y 1 ~
,
r
1
STEP HEN F . H OLLIS
mons or Bloomington, Ind. and a Tampa ho~pital. A_ nattv~ o~ 1 ;\lRS. El\U_LY V . BEN~INGER
S tephen Francis Hollis, 76, of
J 0 HANNES BUR G. South ! 10 grandchildren.
~lavana, Cuba, she ha~ restde_d l\lrs. Emily V. B~nnmger. 96, 1527 w. Clinton, died Friday
Africa, May 6 (.IP}-- Legislation
1m -~·ampa for. _55 ycals . . She .ts of 4203 San Juan .. d•ed Saturday afternoon in a local hospital. A
adopted last week gives South 1 1.\-JRS. l\lAE L. FUSSELL
su1' 1;cd by SLX daughters. 1vh s. mom mg. A n~t1ve of As~lcy. native of Pil.tsburgh, he had
Africa the most drastic security
M•·s. J\1ae L .. Fussell. 39, of ~~~;~f2c~ ~~~~e.nd~,~1·s ofor~f~ ~a .• :vlrs. Bennmg~r h~d hvcd oeen a resident of Tampa for
law in its peacetime history and 101 ~ E. Fern, d1ed at a Tampa Garcia, :\1:rs. Ro~ario Martin:z. 111 Tampa. 27 yeats.
he wa~ tht> last seven years. He is surgrants great authority to Min- hos1ptal Saturday. Mrs. Fussell :.vr. D . R'
d M
El
t~c Wld 0 '' of Rev. James Ben, vived by two brothers, Joe, and
istet· of J ustice Balthazar Jo- was a lifetime resident of Tam- G~~~ia ~} aTa~opaa~nd M~~s Hi~~: nmger and a memb_er of WS~S George of Columbus Ohio.
hannes Vorster.
pa. She is survived by her hus-~c
f Cl
, l .
·
of Grace Methodtst Churc 1.
'
•
The Rand D aily Mail, which band, Benjamin F. Fussell of F ~ev; ~l
ef'' a
Tone son: Survivors are a son, Robert. and
0
fought the legislation, says Vor- Tampa; her mother, Mrs. _Leila thl~;c sist~~~~ ~~·s. And:e·~ );~~ two grandchildren, all of Tampa.
ster now has more power over,Llosa. of Tampa; two Sisters. cobio Mrs. Dolores Lopez and
N . B. (SID ) F ISHER
the ordinary citizen than either Mrs. Blanch Philamalee of Tam- Mrs. ' America Ferrer. all of
Pt:esident Kennedy or prime pa_ a~d Mrs. He.len Koentg _or Tampa; one brother, Miguel De
N. B. fSidl Fisher, 84. of 104
1\Innster Macmillan.
1\hann and one .'rothcr, Salva- ,La Puente of Tampa; 14 grand- E. Adalee St., died Sunqay
dorc F. Llosa of Tampa.
· children and !2 great- grandchil- ~oi·ning._ Mr. Fisher was lifeVORSTER , 48, is a former
d•·en
,
Llme restdent of
ALBANY, N.Y., May 6 !UPD
Attomey. During World War II l\1RS. GR ACE D. CROMARTIE
.
Tampa and was
-Mandatory capital pumsnhe was interned for more than
Mrs. Grace D. Cromartie, 81~ MRS. ADA E. GARTTt\UER with the Tampa
a year for pro-Nazi views. He is of 102 W: _r.iorth Bay, died SunMrs. Ada E. Garttmier, 82. of Box Co., now
ment in New Yo~,;k, the only
often mentioned as a possible day morning at a local hospital. 8 23 61 st St. Way N., St. Petcrs.lknow_n as the Enstate in the union with such
No'W! All the wonders of cool, comfor table, complete air conditioning for
successor to Prime l\Iinister Mrs. Cromartie was a native of urg. and formerly of 5601 \Lerpnse Box Co.,
legislation, is nearly dead.
Contoct
your entire hom e with Chrysler's new snap-in cooling! The complications
.f
Hendnk Verwoerd, Who is 62. Brewton, Ala., and for the last 'enlral Ave .. Tampa, died Fri- for .56 Y. ears.
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller'.,
The Dealer
a
r
e
gone
•••
the
costly
installation
is
gone
••
•
the
high
cost
is
gone!
What's
He controls the 27,350-strong po- 3~ years lived in Tampa. Sur- day night in St. Petersburg. S~rv•vors mcl u ~e
office announced yesterday he
Nearest
You
lice force.
v1vors are three daughters, Mrs. Mrs. Garttmier lived in Tampa hls . Widow, . Mrs:
left? All the cool comfort of whole-house air conditioning, •• at a 1price you
The new law, which some Evelyn Woo_d, Tamua. Mrs. Al- 38 years beforp moving to St. Lomse M. ~Jshe_r,
has signed a bill providing that
can afford • • • as easy a..s calli ng your nearest Chrysler Airtemp dealer.
members of p ar liament say lee Scramhn. St. Petersburg, Petersburg two years ago. Sur- ~ d;ughtei, ~rs.
the penalty for first degtce
makes South Africa a police and Mrs. Lenela Glass, Tallasse, vivors arc a nephew and two 0 h !1 f F.T enz:
murder and kidnapping, effecCAN BE ADDED TO YOUR PRESENT
0
state, gives the minister of jus- Ala.; two sons, John and Arthur, nieces.
bot
. a~pa,
tive July 1, shall be life imFORCED WARM AIR FURNACEI
tice authority to detain anyone both of Tampa; 10 grandch!la grand~h!ld, t~vo
suspected of having infClrmation 1 dren and two great-grandch1lMRS. RUTH WASHBUR N
great-grand-cluJFisher h
prisonment " unless the jury
~n most cases your :forced warm air
about offenses threatening seMrs. Ruth E. Washburn. 38, of dren; a brother, F .. L. Fls er, recommends the death penalty."
furnace and ducts are ideal for the a d·
curity. There need be no <'harge
110 Prince St., died Saturday Tampa . and o~e Sister, Mrs. Currently the death penalty is
dition of air conditioning. You already
and no triaL
morning in a Tampa hospitaL N_cttJe Freer, Bnstol, Conn. Mr.
d t . f
th ...
,·
have most of the equipment you need to
· ·
·
·
F1sher was a member of the ma.n a OIY or
e .-vo cume~.
Th!s IS a dsum mli~ry of wh at BRANTLEY. ASA CLYDE- Mr. Asa A nattve of Jackson, Mtch., she Highland Aven ue Methodist
give your family the cool, clean, health·
The bill also provides for a
1
th e new an ear er 1aws 1et Clyde Brantley, age 86. o£ 2009 E.
Ch
h
t
t
d
·
·
ful sur roundingsof Climate by Chrysler I
Vorster do entirely on his own Osborne, passed a"(aY Sunday after·
urc ·
wo-s age proce ure m · capital
.
noon. Funeral
servtces
held
. 1s, Simi
. '1 ar t o
authonty:
Tuesday
afternoon
at will
4:00 beo'clock
FRANCI S MARTIN O'NE IL
pums Ilmen t t na
NOW PRICED LOWER THAN EVER t
1. Hold for interrogation •for ~~~~iSh~~~~ ..~{ ~~~0;';· wlth B~~~~~ lllEN.t;NDEZ. MRS. ELENA _ Funeral
Francis Martin O'Neil, 56, of procedures. in C'lifornia an1
New
manufacturing methods have
up to 90 d ays persons suspected A. D. Barch, pastor or the First servtce> ror Mrs. Elena . Menendez, 3,307 Pearl Ave. died Sun day Pennsylvania. A JUry will delower ed the price of Chr ysler's snap-in
of having information about of- Seventh Day Adventist Church, olli- 71141, o£ 3324 Gray Str., will be hepld evenJ·ng l·n a local hospital. A 'd t'h .
.
.
ciatlng.
will be . in the
onday at 4 P-!!1· rom the A . . .
c1 e
e mnocence or guilt of
cooling approximately 10% below the
f enses threate nmg the secunty Garden orlnterment
Memorres cemetery. Pall· Boza RlVERSIDF" CHAPEL w•t h .tn· native of Providence, R.l., he
.
.
of the state
bearers
active
Jimmy Puckett, tern>ent •n Centro EspaJ!OI Memonal. h d 1. d . T.
usu al price for !!limilar installations!
f
th 1 st a defendant, and, 1£ the verd1st
Plus Installation
. .
. .
.
,
Hunter Richards, Bob Burger, Wilson
Pallbearer>: Constant.ino Garcia, a tVe. Ill ampa or e a .
'lt
.
.
You save a ll the way around,
2. Contmue detammg mdef1- Wallace, Julian Leach, Windell· Cole· Frank Menendez, Juan Cueva, J~se six years. Mr. O'Neil was a mem- , IS gut Y. a second heanng Will
nitely
of d banned or- vln
man.Smith
Honorary
be-Mel·
· a~d me
Dr.I udEm•lto
· members
·
Tombearers
Hudsonwill Earl
1111· EGah•·<·•a.
.,,. C\'al'l_Jose
ta. sRio
urv•vo1s
e stx ber of St· Patrick's Catholic be conducted to determine if
FREE " COMMON SENSE .ABOUT YEAR-ROUND COMFORT''
gamzatiO_ns and a vocates of liard. Geo~ge Vandenberghe.
~;ug~~~~~~.Ew~:::J~a rr:;t-r;;~:.z, oo:;~ Church, Tampa, S.?ciety of the the jury recommends life im·
Let Chrysler help you with your air conditioning problems. Send
commumsm even. after theY FISHER, N. B. <SIDl-M•·· N. B. <Sid> Rio, Elena Garcia and Hilda Cueva: Holy Name. · Providence; E lks prisonment or death.
have completed Jatl sentences Fisher·, age 84, of 104 E. Adalee one son. Frank Menendez: three sis- Club Providence and also the
for your FREE copy of "Common Sense About Year-Round Com·
.
for specific crimes These pow- Street, passed a\\ay Sunday morn- ters. Andt·ea Escobio, Dolores LOPe'l F' . Ch. r
'. r
p
.
The new amendment Will pcrfort." Better still, phone us to anange a no-cost, no-obligation
ers are subject to 'review each ing. Funeral services will be held and America Ferrer: one brother. 1re
;e s. asso~Ia 10~, rovt-. mit guilty pleas in Jirst degre~.su rvey of your home.
.
r
t
h
v
~~e~~:sd~fi.;~~e·:rt'!.caVI:.r ~Y~~~~
~~\fun dM~tg~~~~h~fd~~~~dchildren c1ence. urv1vors me1 u e a son, murder and kidnaping case··
year 10 par tamen ' w ere er- Company Funeral Home, with the -F r a n c i s, Greenville, R.I., a Under the old statute
·.;1
woerd's government has a solid Rev. c. H. Rasmussen, pastor o£ the SWETT, .JOSEPD N. Y .• SR. Mr. dauabter Mrs Jolln Mulvey N I
.. · sue
majorit
Joseph N. Y. Swett Sr.. 39. resident
"'·
'
·
. ' · PIe as were prolubited. A
Y•
~Jn~l:~ .A?ir~~~a:.::~h~~i1stbe?ht~cR: or Mu:ianna. Fla., pas~ed awa:v at Pr?v1dence, R.I., three Sisters, . recommendation !or me~cy by
3. ARREST South Africans Wyatt, {if B. Strobel, J. L. Dassinger, ~~~~l~~·;-mu~d;:adca~r;t~a~.. ~~~~j~~ Mts. James Bray, Tamp~, Mrs. , a jury would now be binding
J: j~c~~~r·H~;,.,I:.~rysta;~;ie;sndw~i Pin kGarden
of Memories Memorial Kathleen Doyle. N. Providence_. on the J'udge. Presently J'tJdges
w h o have advocated Iorcible in- be: E. A. Gallagher, A. w. La File, dan_;
1n T m
t 10 30
T e
d
223 N. 12th St.
mot·nl~g. paFll'end~ whao.mp.lan" tso· an Mrs. L eo M urp h Y.. N . p roVI- may ignore such a recommenda•
CHRYS :{...E R
tervention in this country's af- ~-ea~·ey A~~c\"s.Rui~~hnsu!~~~: 1~[ii~ attend are asked t~meet at the grave- dence, and several meces and tion
229-8331
AIIIT R M ..
fairs at any time since 1950-- menl will be In Woodlawn Cemetery. side. Florists please note: flowers nephews and grandchildren.
1
·----------at the U .N. or elsewhere - if
will leave the funeral home at 9:00
See You ~ Nearest Dealer Listed Bel ow
...
they return to South Africa. The
;:;~n-ts ~~-~·drl c~~~~in~f M~~~rcn;ne~
ASA c. BRANTLEY
minimum sentence is five years FRAYNE, MRS. ED ITH CLARA Fu· Funeral nome.
Asa Clyde Brantley,_ 86, of
in jail, but a death sentence is F~~~ne~e7~:c~1lf: ~r~Ou~~!~ha X~;.~ TROTTI, VITO LEONARD - Funeral 2009 E. Osborne Ave., dted Sun...
.,
BARTOW
LARGO
SEBRING
possible.
will be held at 2:00 o'clock Tuesday services for Mr. Vito Leonard Trotti,
afternoon !rom the chapel or JeD· age 36, 3901 DeLeon Ave. will be day af_tetnoon at his residence.j DAKAR, Senegal, May 6 (.IP\
Dutton Htg. &
Bud Zerwer
Sonny's Htg. &
4. Order summary trials with- ntngs Funeral Home, corner or Sllgll. held at 9:30 o'clock Tuesday morning A native of Montezuma, Ga ., he -An investigation ordered by
and Refrig.
Air
Cond.
out a preparatory examination. and Nebraska Av..nues. Rosary serv- ~t !Z~f~1t tl:';e l~,i'le~~~~li'i.rfs~u'i~~ had lived hl'!re for the last 22 President Leopold Senghor has BRADENTON
This eliminates what up to now ~~n ~~~f.binre'i!::.e~t00~~r .;~·er,;n~a;~ the repose of his soul will be offered y~ars: Brantley is survived by shown that a cigaret touched
Smith
Sheet Mtl.
PALM HARBOR
Pioneer Oil Company
has been an important safeguard den of Memories Cemetery.
n~. tipeas~;;.e'{~~atGit~~~nr~~ufo~: his Widow, Mrs. Louemma Brant- off the fire which killed 64 per- !
Air"
Cond.
Rogers
Htg. &
in South African legal proce;~w.7 ,~0 ~~~);!k sK;-;~d~yw~~e~fnghe~<( \ley, Tampa; two sons, Cectl, sons in a packed Dourbel movi€' 1 BUSHNELL
TAMPA
Air Cond.
dures.
FUSSELL, llfRS. JI(AE L. - Funeral Cuny's Funeral Home, 605 s. Mac·
house Saturday night.
\
Grogans Electric
A & B HeatinCJ & Air Cond.
5. Hold suspected letters, tele- sel·vices ror Mrs. Mae L. Fussell, age Dill Ave.
.
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7. Prevent persons convicted panol Memorial Park, Pallbearer-= Broad Street Christian Church of. Ma.rc!J 'a, 1879. a., "" er e o o
Central Heating Co.
Alert Service Co.
FORT MYERS
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them to a particular place.
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~
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Rinehart Htg. & .Air Cond.
neral Hotne~ 3800 Nebraska Ave .• "ith
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~
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E. J . Mader Htg.
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~R H
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&
Air
Cond.
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Police
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cr

d

N.y. Man atory
h
Deaf Penq 1fy
On Way Out

ANNOUNCING CHRYSLER'S SNAP-IN RESIDEKTIAL COOLING

..

Model 1254-01
34,000 BTU Unit
Added to Your
ExistinCJ Warm
Air System Only
00

• .
funera I Notices

•
I f unera I Notices

.

$695

I

_..

Cigarette Blamed
In fire fatal to 64

~

Horne-Wilson. Inc.

..

,_

I

...

..

I

0

STOWERS

LIGHTNING

~~~~:L

.....

Tl

B. MARION REED ·

..·-.......

TAKE A DO LAR ••• and a ew more like it
You've always planned to save money -

'SO

why not start now?

,,•

T,?lke as little as five dollars to your nearest First Federal of Tampa
office and open your savings account in minutes. Save on a regular
schedule. Enjoy that happy feeling of money in reserve.
You save wit11 ease and speed at First Federal's four
convenient locations.
You enjoy free parlclng privileges - available at all
First Federal offices.

..
.•

..

You c~n add to or withdraw from your savings at
any office- an-exclusive benefit for First Federal
savers.
You have the pleasure and assurance of saving with
the oldest and largest savings ,and loan association
in Hillsborough County.

START YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT TODAY

FIRST
FEDERAL·
SAVINGS
AND lOAN
ASSOCIATION

I>

·\

r

OF TAMPA

DOWNTOWN OFFices

SERVING SOUTHWEST

SERVING NORTHEAST

SERVING NORTHWEST

4DI PIANUJN If, - G TAJUA :ST.

n 1 $. DALE ,IMll't

1920 L HILLSI Ol OUGH

4134 W. HILLSBOROUGH

'•
'

.

,.,.,.,,~,,.

ENERAL BABABU
VANISHES I

'

H
E

DICTATOR LEAVES
CRYPTIC NOTE ...

GUARDS FOUND SLUGGED
I'M 0LAD TO SEE TI-IAT
POLITICIANS ARE
FINALLY REFORMINGTHE TAX LAWS!

TI-llS 51-lOULD'VE
BEEN DONE MANY
YEARS AGO I l l

BEFORE OUR TAY. LAWS
GOT 50 COMPUCATEI>
AND UNFAlR"'

AND TURNED U5
lNTd A NATION OF

Li~RS!

ANSWERS

1(2), 2(1), 3(27), 4(3), ~(12), 6(F), 7(F),
8(9),9(T),10(1),11(b),12(4),13(3),14(4),
15(3), 16(4), 17(15), 18(77), 19(3), 20(4).
21(~), 22(2), 23(K), 24(8), 25(1), 26(Q),
27(c), 28(F), 29(9), 30(0), 31{T), 32fcl or
33(d), 34(17), 35(0), 36(c), 37(6), 38(3),
39(7)) 40( 4).
4 1(!), 42 ( 9), 43 (3), 44 ( 27 ), 45 (4), 46 ( 21 ),
47(c), 48(54); 49(5), 50(1), 51(5), 52(90),
53(7), 54(10), 55(4), 56(60), 57(2), 58( c),
Dr. Frank Miller::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::;::::::::::::~

~

WE HAD IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY IIi

'

BARTON

CIRCLETOWN, INDIANA!

WESTLAKE,
MAfW()'S NEW
8055, ACCEPTS
AN INVITATION
TO DtNNE~
WITH THE
GIRLS AT MR.
PAPAGORAS'
APARTMENT!

BUT 'lOU FCX.t<S HAVE
SURE MADfi.. ME FEEL
THAT lARGE OTIES CAN
BE JUST AS FRIENDLY
AS CIRCLETOWN -AND I CERTAINLY
APPRECIATE IT!

~9(1),

60(3).

61(4),62(4),63(1),64(4),65(3),66(8~),

67{3), 68(1140), 69(2), 70(5), 71(5), 72(4),
73(30), 74(SRQ).
(d J. 75(4-10-2-8-10·8), 76(200), 77(2), 78(3),
79(550), 80(41), 81(4), 82(6), 83{12), 84(d),
85(2), 86(2), 87(15), 88(2/5), 89(5), 90(T)
Give yoNrself 1 point for each correct answer.
Total points i.r yoNr score.

5

i I rThe Wonderful World
YES, SIR, MR. PAPAGORAS, YOU

to "What's Your J.Q.?"

L

.4

HAY~ AS MANY 8001<5 HERE AS
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Graduates Get Assistantships
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YOU CAN fiNISH

!bald spots on his front legs. We
By DR. FRANK MILLER
DEAR DR. ~tiLLER: I have a wrote the person who sold us
T cal. Her name is Tina. I have a the dog and he said not to
HIGH SCHOOL
M Goldfish. His name is Ed. Tina worry, that the hair would grow
AT HOME
likes to sit and watch Ed all the back. It was caused by a fig ht
E time.
In Your Spare Time and Rece ive a
with another dog. That was
Is this love?
.N
Diploma. If you have left School,
three weeks ago and the spots
-N. C.
T
Write for Free Booklet-Tells You
DEAR N. C.: Tina's interest look bigger, if anything. Our
How!
probably stems from the fact daugh ter wants us to take
••••••••••••••••••••••••
that Ed is edible. If this is love, Lassie to a vet. We will if it's
,--,,..._, ~-- .1 it's the all-consuming variety. ' necessary, but wonder if the
AMERICAN SCHOOL, FLORIDA GULF COAST· OFFICE
1703 Bellingfield Drive, Tampa 3 , Florid•
spots won't clear up by them*
*
*
·
~--G
Send M• Your Fr •• High School Booklet
DEAR DR. ~IlLLER: We've selves if we wait long enough?
................................. . ... . .... .... .. .... .
NAME
had our pet Toucan, Toni , for The dog never bothers the skin;
ADD"ES5. · .. · ··• · · ·· · · ................ · .... · .. .. ·····•····•···
al most two years. While we ad-'that's why I didn't worry much.
CITY .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · STATE .. ·· • · · · · • · · · · · 5.s
- D. M.
tremenbill
beautiful
his
mire
LE:Ts SEE, --WHERE
DEAR D. ~f.: CCopy of letter ~=:KXIDDII:Z:DDII:Z::IlDIIZ~D=:KXIDDII:Z:Jg~:z;~~~~
dously, we have never been able
Do DcGs HIDE WHEN
to figure out .what good it does sent earlier by maiD. Any dog
be taken to the vetershould
us?
help
you
Can
him.
...
l' ' •
•
• ', .~."' .
...
~- ~
;
~.... ~ ~ •
) ~ . ~'
... ; ;
TI'1EYRE HUMILIATED ~
inarian for a health clearance
-W. w.
.
DEAR W. W .: As far as his when first purchased. If t he dog
daily living goes. Toni the Tou- is wor~ buying in the first
0
can's bill is nothing but a pro- ., Pla~e, 1t should b~ worth the
0
digious ornament. It. serves no )P r 1 c e . of an ~ff1 ce call. Of
particularly useful purpose in coUI~e: 1! ~ou wa1~ !ong enough,
and
B regard
to food gathering, pro- ~ass1e s skm condttion rna~ h~al
tection, rlest building, or any 1tseli,, tl;lou%h you: description
related activity <at least nothing doesn t md1cate tlus trend. Oba small bilL couldn't do as well). viously it i~ not due simply to a
lf Toni were raising a family, wound or 1t would ha_ve ~ealed
FHA FINANCING
though, the bill might serve to Ion~ ago. Not all s~m disease
stimulate some phase of instinc- \ser~ous or otherwise.> cause_s
Fireplac:es •••••••••• from $325
tive behavior in his mate or 1tchmg. Whether Lassie, or flPatios •• •••••• •••••• from $125
na_ncial consideration is yow·
their offspring.
Florida Rooms • • • • • • • • • • • $789
pr1me concern, an early exam* *
Garages •••• , ••••••• from $450
DEAR DR. MILLER: We just ination by the doctor is indiHouses •••••••••••• from $~.52 per sq. ft.
bought our daughter a pure- cated.
bred Collie. as she has pestered
Docs your favorite anius for Y.ears f or one . .When the
FREE ESTIMATES e NO OBLIGATION
dog arnved, we noticed some mal have problems, physical
or emotional? D1·. Mlller will
answer any letter mailed to him,
Ph. 626-4544 or 876-6759
care of The Tampa Times, pro- 2901 N. Lincoln
vided a stamped. self-addressed
envelope is enclosed.
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ALL TYPES OF

REMODELING·

c

...... v... ICo><AI r.••• ,...
e""
f••i•Jolo.r• ,.., U l . N • 0 11
11-IE LAST CAI(E
SETTY~

fT lOOK THREE
OF US1'0
L.lFT IT OUTA
THE bVEN!'

ADDITIONS!

*

* * *

L. F. GUYER CONSTRUCTION CO.

Linda Couch
Has Lead Role
In 'Pinafore'
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"The H.M.S. Pinafore." by
Gilbert and Sullivan, will be the
final production of the MetroP o 1 i t a n Lyric
Theatre season.
It will be p
formed June 21
and 22 at Centro
Asturiano auditorium.
Production difficulties f o r c e d
t h e cancellation
of "Wonder f u 1
Town." originally
announced as the
final production
for this year .
Couch
Casting for the Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta has been comple ted and rehearsals are schedule d to begin. Leads will be
pla yed by Linda Couch and Harold Yohe, as Josephine and
Ralph, th e young lovers.
Other~ announced for the cast
are Charles Strickland, as Sir
Joseph Porter; Barbara Gates,
Buttercup ; Charles Ha<lley, Dick
Deadeye; Barbara Anderson, as
Cousin Hebe; Bill Troutman as
t he boatswain; and Jack Ellsworth, the midshipman.
George Butler is directing,
and Catherine Ficcio is the
musical director. Sets will be
designed by Ralph Brown.
Mem bership drive for the new
season will start immediately.
Three plays will be given in
1963-64. Those under considerat ion .are "Brigadoon," "Song of
Norway," "Finian's Rainbow,"
"Vagabond King,'" and "Showboat."

••• oua coMPLm e1n ll\l'Cf10N

NO MONEY DOWN
NO PAYMENTS 1ll JUlY

•
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.

;

,
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DUVAL'S. SPOTLIGHTS :·.APPLIANCE- VALUES.,
'

\

.

.

Open An Account Today!

At The
Centers

Porta ble as a pocketbook . . . with new "Tote 'N
Travel" Case •• . washable drying hood ... can·
trolled heat setting ••• whisper-qu iet. Dries nails
too!

i\!Ol'iDAY and TUESDAY

Gary Center- Teen and adults game
:'."add~l~mJ;~\l~~~Y n~~~!~.7 1pi>~m .Tuesday
Clea1Cleld Center-Beginners' adult
square dance class, 8 p.m . Tuesdaylad iec;' physical fitness, 9 a.m.
North Tampa Community CenterPhysically handicapped club, 7 p.m.
Tuesday- body building (boys and
girls4, 3:30 p.m.
Ponce DeLeon Center- Teen program,
7 p.m.
Hunt Center-Jr. -rlf1e club, 8 p.m.;
Tyro rlfle club (9·12J. 6 p.m.; teen
night, 7 p.m. Tuesday-Hunt homemaker's club, 10:30 a.m.: teen golf
<9-19). 4:30p.m.
DeSoto Center- Pre-teen party, 7 p.m.
North Boulevard Community Center-

~qe~~~~ed~n~~d!.~'s~,:Jg ':;.~·.; ¥~~~"a~;_:
beginner s'

L
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Two students w h o recently month and waiver of all fees
complet~d graduati~n r~quire- under terms of his assistantship
ments m the Umvers1ty of 1in management. Rahn wi11 also
South Florida's College of Busi- be given a waiver of all fees,
ness Administration ~ave b~en and will get $150 a mont h for
awarded graduate ass1stantsh1ps his marketing assistantship.
to co n t i n u e their studies at Both programs are for one year.
They will be given bachelor's
other universities.
Thomas E. Cressler II, of degrees at the u nivc·rsity's first
Tampa, and Richard W. Hahn, commencement next Decembqr.
-of St. Petersburg, will enroll in
FIND MOST ANYTHING
September at the un~versity of
.
Tennessee and Flonda State
Tampa
for. Read
you are lookingClassilled
'ty, respec tl' V el ) ·
.
U mvers1
regularly.
Adsthe
Tribune-Times
Cressler will receive $125 per Turn to them now.

millinery

c lass,

9

a. m. :

Clower arran~rtng. 10 a,m.: shoe cover·
ing. 10 a.m. ; cake decorating, 10 a.m.;
teen time theatre, 4 p.m.
Seminole Heights Com munity Center
- Women's physical fitness, 5:30 p.m.;

~~~':;ed?e.fi~.~:;s mc;~5r:1nd ~ois '(i4

an':i
8

older>. 8 p.m.; chess club. 7 p.m .;
gymnastics, 9 p.m. Tuesday- golden
age club. 9 a.m.: men's recreation
chorus, 1:15 p .m . : beginners' tumbltn~
<6·19). 3:30 p.m. ; accordion lessons Cfi
and up), 4:30 p.m.; weight lifting and
advanced tumbling, 4:30 p.m.
Anderson Center- Ault dan~e. 7:30
p .m . Tuesday- first aid class. 9 a.m.;
~hi~~ ~ alnting, 1 p.m.: teen open house.
1
grant Park Community Center- Boys'
activity club, 6:30 p m.; tumbling class
C9·14 ). 8 p.m. Tuesday study hour <Slh
and 6th grades!. 4 p.m.
lnterbay Communlt~· Center Judo,
beginners (6·60l. 5 p.m. ; advanced, 6
p.m. ; intermediate square dance class,
8:30 p.m. Tuesday- adult ceramics.
9 :30 a . rn.: beginners' sketching and
paintin~, 10 a.m. : bridge class. JO a.m. ;
first aid class, 1:30 p.m.: adult china
palntLng, I:30 p.m.: youth orchesll·a.

GE PORTABLE MIXER
3 ·speed convenience . . . weighs less tha n 3 pounds
• . . has beater ejector a nd vinyl· base guard. La rge
beaters.

I

WESTINGHOUSE VACUUM CLEANER

I

4lti>'l;i~s "t!~·~ t':J\~~~gA'~dftotiJtn5-~~:

teen party, 7 p.m.
Oak Park Community Center Tuesday
Women's cake decorating class. 9:30
a .m .; study hour (4lh grade and up),
4 p.m.; beginners' cooking class (12 and
older), 4 p.m.

PROSTATE
HERNIA & HEMORRHOIDS
corrected norr-surqlcal method
W"ITI! 1'0" l'ltEt! BOOKLET

DR. E. AUSTIN ELLIS N.D.

111

S.

HOWA"D

l'h . 253-5470

All ltern$ Shipped Parcel Post

Lighten household cleaning ... r?llabout ease
1 h p. motor . . • complete wtth floor and
~~g att~chments, upholstery attachment.

0 GE Vac. 0
Check items wa nted : Skillet 0 Hair Dryer 0 Can Opene r 0 Mixer -----------------'--------------···-------------·-------------NAM E: .• •. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ADDRESS •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••

EMPLOYMENT ............ ... ....... .. .

CITY .•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3 C REDIT REFERENCES •••••••••••••••• ••• •• • ••.••• ••• •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••

-----------------~
--·----·-------------------~------------·---OPEN
604

AN
ACCOUNT
TODAY
NO MONEY DOWN

FRANKLIN ST.
TAMPA, FLA.
PHONE
229-2310

'

YOur Ind•lVI•d Ua I HOroscope
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Look. in the section in which
your birthday comes, and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars,
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1963
March 21 to April 20 (Aries)
-Plan your schedule early and
carry duties out competently
and conscientiously as better in-

stincts dictate. Details, accuracy important.
April 21 to May 21 (Taurus)Shun needless controversy, but
be firm in maintaining principies, nevertheless. Take precaulions not to step out of line or
go to extremes in any activity.
May 22 to June 21 (Gemini)-

Just. a Dab a Day
Keeps the Gray Away
Amazing Hair Cream

Tones Down Grayness
Hair LooksYoung Again
There are

richrewards
today, for
i8 she" alert men
• and women
look young. Don't let gray
handicap you by making
older than you are. Not
it's so easy and natural to
Herbold Pomade.

It's real easy to do. Massage

a little Herbold Pomade into

your hair (as you do any hair
dressing), comb it-that's all.
Do this daily until grayness is
no longer visible; then 2 or 3
times a week to keep it that way.
.
. • No long comphcated . .
10ns, no patch tests, no mtxt!lg,
no mess or bother. No confuston
You probably use a hair dress- or mistakes about shades. Just
ing anyway, so why not change one Herbold Pomade adds the
to Herbold Pomade-the ad. right color for your hair. But
vanced, modem hair cream that gray, dry, lifeless hair needs
improves your hair, as it more than color. It needs the
down grayness and gives special Lanolin and conditioning
the young look it hall hair oils in Herbold Pomade, to
it turned gray.
correct dryness, restore a lusur hair is all gray. trous, vital, young, alive look.
with gray, drab, faded Keep it neatly in place, all day.
or mousey looking;
In 1 to 3 weeks you will exPoJ:nacle will blend in perience the excitemen~ of lookjust right for your ing younger, with ~e•assurance
hair.
will nGt change its of no more old gray look for you.
shade-only brighten it." GradU· And regular use of Herbold
ally day by day, your hair will Pomade will keep ·your hair
look more and more like it did young looking for as long as you
before it turned gray.
use it-the rest of your life if
The improvement is so real, you choose.
so subtle, and gradual. no one · Start using Herbold Pn·madel
can tell you are using anything today to replace the lost
but a fine hair dressing.
and oils so vital to 'the youthful,
Not a coal tar dye, tint or healthy good looks of your hair.
rinse. That's why yqu never As you get older, friends and
have a dyed. artificial look, or a others will think of you as one of
drastic sudden change in your those fortunate men or women
appearance-or grayness next to who seems to never get old and
tl\e scalp.
gray.

e

10-Ton Bell

NIAGARA FALLS,_ N.Y.
(UPD -The 55 bells m the
1
Rainbow carillon on a p 0 i,n t
.
.
.
just below Niagar.a Falls ~eigh
An excellent day m which to ex- ~sl-Thmgs .. may seem to be 43 tons. The he.ft~est bel~ Is 10
1 tons an_d the bmest weighs a
o u r faroff center, not
and
as balanced as
scant nme pounds.
to sepat h e y were ~r
,
rate the essenshould be. This
1
tials from the
goes with t h e
"glitter." Do not
"run o~ matter~,''
,
shift from one
and Will reqmre
~hing to another
LEO
know-h?w•. and
ARIES
m a manner that
determwatwn to
,
can SET YOU BACK. Direct handle; also tact and painstaktalents astutely.
ing care.
June 22 to July 23 (Cancer)- Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 (Capricorn)
. . -Your dependability and willOf course you need cooperatLOn, ingness to work unstintingly for
and a certain amount of har- a cause can put you far ahead
many AND competition to spur in the race for future gains. But
you on. And love. But you vi~ualize all possibilities before
.
gomg forward.
must give before you get these
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 (Aquarius)
things. This will be especial- -You may have to undo somely important today.
"
one's bungling, re-develop a
July 24 to August 23 (Leo)- subject or matter. But this is
.
.
"up your alley." Tackle these,
Know when to res_tram VIgo:, all, tasks confidently, adroitly.
when to be aggressive. Leo Is Remember, skill can outwit
usually a veteran gainer through strength.
personality; can be today.
Feb. 20 ,to March 20 (Pisc-:s>
August to Sept 23 <Virgo)- ~Neptune s f~vorable .aspect m..
d1cates new, If sometimes subDo not allow a desire for pleas- tie, conditions for success. Conure and comfort cause you to fidential, 1 i t era r y and secreneglect duties important to your tarial work; agriculture ap.d
.
k'
science highly favored.
future. Be tactfu1 m rna mg
YOU BORN TUESDAY are
requests, not demanding.
independent, loving, with great
Sept. '24 to Oct. 23 (Libra)- inner power and abiding convicToday and for two more days tions. While you can move
'· •
t·
t th t' quickly, you may be slow to
your S Ign s aspec s sugg.es
a come to certain decisions, but
you watch trends, emotions; be once you have made up your
guided by your innate sense of mind, that's IT! .Your ,staying
thoroughness and needs. Don't P?Wer and sharp mtellect lead
let "winds" sway decisions but directly to goals.. Do not be.
'
come too susceptible to flatterdo heed wise counsel.
ing and don't ignore good adOct. 24 to Nov. 22 (ScorPio)- vice. You love your home deep- ,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,..,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.. ,.
Polish up, trim where it is perti- ly, so relax there; do not let
nent to do so, and be system- disturbances disrupt its haratic in all things. A grand day mony. Birthdate: P e t e r I.
for a spirited, enterprising na- Tschaikovsky and J o han n e s
tive of Scorpio.
Brahms, composers; R o b e r t
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 (Saggitari- Browning, poet.

Q

Virginia Laws Have Wide Effect
FRANKFORT Ky. (JP)-Fewlaws in force in Virginia in
.
'
.
.
Kentuckians know that, to some 1792 are m effect m Kentucky,
extent, they are living under unless repugnant to the colistithe laws of Virginia.
tution or statutes.
Section 233 of the state conKentucky once was a part of
stitution provides that general Virginia.
.

De·t ta announces
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~
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Take your wife with you First Class on Delta at 50% d:1'scount
- children 2 to 22 as well .. . any clay but Sunday. Treat your
better-half to a champagne trip for an average fare less than
tourist. Plan a family excursion now!
For example, on the- new Family Plan your "better-half... can
ride one of Delta's big jets round-trip First Class to Chicago for
'>nly $83.35; to Detroit $81.60; or to Atlanta $36.25.
Add ta."C, now only 6%

~?i~
~
:::::::'·:·:.

~~v
·

O
or full F
detailsE
. call Delta orL
see yo~
:
ur Travel Agent

.

~
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Marine Ban . our sc.ttl~n and. d.epe eel·
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netO car o y r sa.vtngs
buy a ood purpo~e. oudo so! Later you
oth~r g in position to
business. you
puts youd a loan for yourt
file in our
y nee
iL on
.
tvant to put your to open a chec~tng
Trust Department ·m~ny other servtc~~
account. These, an b k are yours-a
sense to start
Off.ered ONLYhadby t hae anod'
go
k'
because yo_u
t at Marine Ban ·
tvith a s.avings accoun can be your intro·
A savings account
ld
your
.
whole new wor • • • ~
ductw"': to a d - at the Marine Bank.
Financwt W orl
Start yours today • • •
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Five Years Servic:e

BRAND NEW
DEBUTANTE

Vary-Speed Foot Control 1
Rich Decorator Blue Finish
Ffoilfing Foot
Automatic Tension Control

50

$

d

WELCOME ABOARD!

As Low $125 Per
As
Week

MARINE
BANK

~-----------------------------------------,
MORSE SEWING CENTER, INC.
1739 E. Hillsborough Ave., Tampa, Florida
I am interested in your 2·day sale on your electric Portable
Sewing Machine. Please have your represntative call for home
demonstration without obligation.

& TRUST COMPANY
_ FlOIIDA' S OlDESl TIU$1 (OMPANY

Name•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Address ................ , •••••••••••• Phone ••••••••• , ••••

City •••••••••••••••• ,.~ ••••••••• Zone •••• State., ••••••••

......................................................

If RFD Give Driving Directions; ............................ .

.~~~'"·{··w·--...,._a

---------------------------····------·····
:;:~-:·~

I::

SEWING
CENTER . .

1739 E. Hillsborough Ave.. Tampa. Fla.

•

CALL

239-1177
,

N

for wives accompanying husbands
First C/ass •.. good all day, every day
. •,but never on Sunday!

liKE TO HAVE A BIGGER BUSINESS with Tribune-Times Want Ad1
your sales get a big boost at little cost. Call 223-4911.

•
•
•
•

"

p

At Drug and tosmetic Counters

DELUXE FEATURES-

1

fl

Cl'eam or Liquid

• Round Bobbin
• . Stitch Regulator To
Change Stitch Size
• Sews forward and Reverse

..

· ·· ~

hair. Li-quid Pomad~ Jor norna.al
ltDiT. Bot!& tone do&.Dn f74'Y Atlir.

MOTHERS DAY
*SPECIAL*

fresh~ H~ pu~s the:P:~hec1ea::

freeze, and ~haws one out when•
eve·r he wants a smoke.
"Um-m-m, good!" he says.

•

Vse CTe.( Uily Pomcule to condition tbJ

ADVANTAGES

LI~TLE ~OCK

(JP) -James
Morns of Little Rock has found
a m th d f k
.
.

.

,

IMPROVlf)
IORMULA
411EW

Frozen. Then Burned

MEMIU f D I C.
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DOWNTOWN STORE 10 LV

•

ND

NO PHONE OR ·
MAIL ORDERS. PLEASE

ONTH

F

STORE OPENS 8:30 A.M. MONDAY and TUESOAY. SHOP DOWNTOWN STORE MONDAY NITE · •tiL 9 P.M.

. . . SPECIA.Ls· FOR THE HOME
7 Only 10-Drawer

FRY & BACON GRILL • • • • save

Save 23%

UNPAINTED CHEST

.

8o~

Ladies' Short Sleeve & Roll-up Sleeve

491

FOLDING CHAIR •••••••• save 3•08

Assorted

CROCKERY MUGS • • • • • • save

Ladies' Dacron & Cotton
Roll-Up Sleeve
BLOUSES • , • 32·38 ........ .

22~

19 Only

SHOPPING STROLLER •••• Save 2'40

PLASTIC

21 Only 3-Pc. Room Group

TOILET SEATS

2 CHAIRS & 42" SmEE .•• Save 3' 99
Pers., Turq., tan, white

•

TV TRAY TABLES

Better Dress, Print and Plaids

21 Only Ladies'

Grant Master, Tube and Tubeless

$1
yds.

A

LADIES• BETTER DRESSES

$4

_..

ssorteu
BLACK SIDEWALL TIRES. . • sizes

Cotton Pile , 30x50, 24x72

FOAM BACK RUG • • • • • • save 52~

12 Only Bamboo

As~ted

LAWN RAKES
OH

..........
............. Save

31 Only

As90rted

· Save 2.99

Assorted Twin or Double
Save 377
BEDSPREADS • • • • • • • • up to s.oo
to

477

Save

1 Q¢

FOAM SHEETS •••••••••• over. soo/o
16 Only Corduroy Smock

PILLOW KITS ........... . Save

1 Only 21" All Channel

MOTOROLA TV ••••••••• Save 42.95

1 Only 19" Portable

MOTOROLA TV ••••••••• save 42·95

AUTO. WASHER •••••••• save 110·00
5 ONLY 5·TUBE

Assorted

WASHCLOTHS
Assorted

2 Only Sylvania

DISHCLOTHS ••••••••••• • save 50 %

TRANSISTOR RADIO

Assorted Gift

VASES, DISHES, FANCY ASH
TRAYS, CUPS & SAUCERS .• Save

TRANSISTOR RADIO

Assorted

WALL LIGHT PLATES ••••

45 R.P.M. RECORD CASES Save 1.84
Assorted

88

BATHROOM TISSUE

¢pack

Asstd.

SHAMS, CAFE, DRAPE ••••••

HEADLIGHTS •.••••••• , , Sove

Asstd.

1o~

DRAPES, SPREADS • , •••• Save

28 Prs. Only

PAINT BRUSH RIMS •• Save

4h 37¢to57¢

Plastic Yellow Only

VEGETABLE BIN ••••• 50% Off
Asstd. Odd Piec:es
save 0 ver
CHINA WARE • • • • • • • 1.oo
Wood

2/100

2/100

•

•

•

4 Prs.

SPORT COATS ••• Save up to 3.00 ••• 12.00 & 15.00
MEN'S POLO SHIRTS ••• Dark Colors, S, M, L ••• 2/$5

ONLY MEN'S

:- ·

S/S

. . ...·;''
:.~

··."·-.

·.~

··._

157

T
. .· ·
•
•

..

.

.

283

Save 20-%

P.J. & GOWNS ••••••••••• ••
Ladies' Clutc:h Bags,

HANDBAGS • • • • • • •

Save Over 41% 57¢
to

BELTS . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • •

27¢
17¢ 97¢
• • .. • • .. • • • • • • •
to

Ladies' Asstd.

SPORT HATS

1¢ea.

Colorful 1t"

LADIES'

Oxfords, Flats, Loafers, Moccs . .

87¢

to

147

197

Save Over
ss%

Asstd. Lace Edgings

se\YIN~ .iNSTRUCTION
1

BOOK

LADIES' WALLETS ..•• up~;e$1

.·_-.:.·,. ·. SPECIALS, F.~)R :; CHILDREN .·· . · . . ·. ::·

-'

Infants' Training

5

PANTS . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

Infants'

1 00

DIAPER SUITS

prs.

COrrON SLACKS

BLANKETS .....•••••• ••• So.ve 5o%
DRESSES • • • • • • • • • • • •

..................

44 Only Boys'

45 Only Infants' Receiving

197

3 • &x

to

J 57

....

3·6x -

17 Only Girls' 3 to 6x

PLEATED SKIRTS • • • • • • • • •

Save 1.00
Sa

ve 1.02

30 Only

HI-CHAIR PADS ••••••••• ~ve 3' 49

SPORT SHIRTS 3 to 6x •. Save 50%
Infants' Asstd.

Asstd. Boys' Dress Suits

0
2°

CRAWLER SETS . • • • • • • • • • save 1.02

TODDLER LONG PANTS

51~

9·24 Mos. Gabardine

97

10 Only Crib

MAnRESS, White or Birch Save s.oo

Save 2.12

Children's

1

BOXED JEWELRY •••••••• Save

1988

TIDY PINS . . ........... . Save

36 Only Infants'

Sa

1

Asstd. Rayon

GOWNS, ROBES, P.J.'s Save 1.49

62~

15~

U-U- 1f2 Pri~e

2

TEE SHIRTS • , , • •. Ass~d. Sires-Save

0

for 1°

80 Only Boys'

COTTON KNIT SHIRTS • • • save

·: .:·

ve 1.99

2

00
pr.

Ac:etate Slips, P.J.'s and

PANTIE SETS, Baby Doll save
Girls' White Regulation

SCHOOL BLOUSES

oo~

2

....... .

2

SPORT SHIRTS • ••••••••••• ••••••

for

SHIRTS ...• • ••••••• &·18- save so%

1°

0

·~

9

7 ¢

14 Only
SHOES .Boys'
.. . • . Asstd. Size-Save Over 3.00

197

no~~~

1u

DECK PANTS .••• : • •••••• Save 1•42

Girls' Dressy Blouses

BOYS' COTTON SOCKS ............. ... S prs. $1

JAMAICA. Sleeveless Tops Save 50% 2-100 PLASTIC BOATS ••• Save 4.99 •••••• , •• • •. .... 5.00

c ·<>·· .:- ... . ..'-./.

. .. .

~

SHORTS w /Crop Tops Set •••••••••

40 Only Girl9' 8·11

to 3.00

99

A9Std, Cotton, Boys'

0
for 1°

Girls' 10·12-14

$2

79~

Boys' Acrilan

TENNIS SHOES, OXFORDS ..•••••• , •.. 1.47 to 1.97 SWIMSUITS ••••••••••• •• Save

.

conoN PANTS •• ~ ••
16 Only Boys'

22

DRESS SHIRTS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Save • • • 2/$3

Scive

20 Only Boys'

A9Std. Girls' Orion Slipon,
Sa
Cardigan SWEATERS • • over ~o%

~
·
~~~ ·T .

.

to

Ladies' Cotton Asstd.

~

40'0

4

·

SHOE BAGS ••••••••••• ••

50¢

~~~~:~~=: ~~~~~m=ASE ..... $4•$8.$1 2

73

TOYS , . , .•• , • •, •• •, ••••• Save

00
ea.

Ladies' Asstd.

BRAS & GIRDLES •••••.• • • • • •
31 Only

~

25 Only Boys'
47¢

DRESS SHIRTS • • •

ASSTD. MEN'S

~;.;·

157

WHITE

2 ONLY SCHICK

·~·:.;.~~Sil
· ·· V:
·· - .
~~

MEN'S

MEN'S WHITE

ELECTRIC SHAVERS, Save 10.88 .••••••••••. 13.00

JPBUAFFTH POWDER

5 Only Fitted

28 Only Girls' Dressy

PLASTIC TIERS •••

LOUNGING ROBES ••• Save 2.99 ••••••••• $5
MEN 'S WALKING SHORTS • • • 29 •40 •••••• 2/$3

.,,. ,.

17¢

ASSTD.

SLACKS •.••••••••• •••• -.

MEN'S

W

Asstd. Shorties

1 Only Men's

$1

I

47~

DRAW DRAPES •.•••• , • • • Save 2.3&

Sove 2.22 77¢ set 1 BED LAMP
....•••••••• ••••••••

MEN'S NYLON

11

6.99

SPECIALS ·FO.R·. MEN .

STRETCH HOSE

14¢

1 PIN-UP LAMP and

SALT & PEPPER MILLS

.·

100

$2 to

WIDE TAILORED CURTAINS save t.54

Volts & 12 Volts)

GUEST SOAP, FANCY PUFFS
W/HANDLE, FAMOUS COLOGNES
47% otf

Ladies' Gloves

2500

Asstd.
57¢
TIERS ••••••••••• •••• Save 36010
to

SHOE SOLES ••·•••••••••• Save 40%
(6

677

FLAT TIRE FIRST AID KIT .. save 1.41

sav 1ngs
CAFE RODS ••••••••••• • up to uz

47 Only Rubber
31 Only Car

~

2 for 300

HANDY MACHINE ••••••• save 3'14
COSMETIC CASES • • • • • • save

28x48 • 4h86

45 R.P.M. RECORDS ••••• Save 40%
10-Rolls to Pack

42

100

2 Only Trim

S«~ve 11~

Savings 44¢ 347 19 Only Wild
L.P. RECORD ALBUMS up to J.5o
to
BIRD SEEDS • • • • • • • • • • • • save

66¢

23

PINS & NAME BARREnES Save

for

DRESS, SKIRT, COAT BUnONS ...
13200 OYER 50% OFF

1.99

Assorted
4 Only

3

~

Assorted

4 Only Saran 3·Pc:. Chair

1oc

177

BOBBEnS ............ •..•••••••
(4 Bobbins af threod per pkg.)-Save 17~

..... Sove 9.88 10

REPLACEMENT KIT . • • • • • save

48 Star- For Souvenirs
Save

15700

..... Save 7.88 1ooo

VACUUM CLEANER .••••• Save 24·00

2 Only Metal

66

Name

$2

1 Only Westinghouse

FILING CABINET •••••••• San 5.99
FLAGS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Brush

HAIR ROLLERS •••••• . save
17700 (8 Rollers per pkg.)

INTER-COM ••••••••••• •• Save 2.11

BALL POINT PENS ••••••••••• ••••
SHEAFFER PENS,
WEAREVER . . . . • • • • • • • • • 42% Off

to

00 SQ. SCARVES ........... -

3 Only Picture
1.42

17¢

Save 25 %

257

15?00

Save

TABLE RADIO

.......... Save 50%

7¢ to 77¢

COSTUME JEWELRY • • • • • • • • •
54~
DOG PADS
ASSTD. FLOWERS . . • • • • • • • • • lj4
3 Only All Channel Consoles
19700 Trim for Hats, Dresses
S, M, L
MOTOROLA TV ...•••••• Save 92.oo
19 Only Ladies' Terry Cloth
BEACH JACKET , , , ... , . . Save 1.22

1 Only Custom, 5 Cycle

BED PILLOWS • •

Save 6.99

Asstd. Serve Over 1.50

WRINGER WASHER •••••• Save 5o.oo

KAPOK

Save 3.99

Ladies' Rayon·Dacron·Nylon

SLIPS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

82~

1 Only Bradford

52~

Ladies' Sleeveless Cotton Print
lfz·Z lf:.t
DRESSES ....••••••• ••••• 16 4

$6

$5

Save 2.99

Assorted Plastic
1 0 1¢ 37¢ 1 Only 19" Portable
to
MOTOROLA TV ••••••••• save 4&.88
TOTE BAGS •••••••••• so% Off
Assorted Art

10-14

KNEE KNOCKERS ••••••••

3

YARD GOODS ••••••. Save 5&~ vd.

............ Save 2.02

TABLE LAMPS

Ladies' Asstd.

JAMAICA SHORTS • • • 10 • 16 .

JAMAICA SHORTS • •

10 Only 68" Round Print

QUEEN SIZE

LAMP SHADES ••••••• 50%

......

6 Only Misses'
Save
SWIMSUITS ••••••••••• •• up ta 2.oo

Save 53%

Ladies'

~ • • •

TABLECLOTH • . . • . . • • • • • • save 2.99

HAMMOCKS

32.38 57¢ Asstd. Ladies' Knit Tops, Capri
save 1.42
PULLOVERS, PANTS, SKIRTS

BLOUSES • • • . • • • . • • • • • • •

6 Only Plastic Tube Wrapped Alum.

3 Only

SPECIALS 'FOR WOMEN

'

• .

.

.

1.11

288

Fi~ ·

5 Only PLAY GYM SETS ••• Save 6.99 .. . . . .. 23.00

, .·· .·'
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A Question of Pride
Tagged as "growing pains," grass-walkilrg has practically been accepted by both
students and professors ·as a natural and
even necessary occurrence about the campus. Students find it hard to walk from
their dorms to the Chemistry or Life Sciences Building without cutting a few corners, and indeed, it is a long walk. Also,
professors who may be late for classes or
appointments are tempted to take the shortcut through the grass to the UC or AD
Building.
Whatever the cause may be, the panel
of pictures on page one speaks for itself.
The staff of the Physical Plant is trying to
solve many of the problems, but their allotment in the budget is not nearly enough.
Bids for more sidewalks will go out this
week which should reduce the grass-walking problem somewhat.
But the addition of sidewalks can be
termed "growing pains" and they will be
solved as tthe university continues to expand. It is when people walk to classes
with absolu!ely no regard as to whether
they may be walking on .the grass or not
that the real problem arises. When students
and professors will walk on the grass with
a sidewalk five feet away, something is
lacking. It boils down to a simple matter
of whether we want a beautiful campus
badly enough to sacrifice a few minutes'
time to avoid cutting corners. As a representative of the Physical Plant put it, "We
would be only too happy to pour wall to
wall concrete if the students prefer it."
It may be a matter of time, but it is
-M.G.F.
also a matter of pride.

Serious Students?
It's not really noticeable. You would almost swear nothing has changed walking
across the campus. But if you would go back
in the annals of time to last September and
spend an hour walking around the University
Center, it would hit you like a falling tree.
What we are talking about is the difference in student attitude this summer. Student activity definitely seems to have taken
a turn away from many of the extra-curricular
occupations in favor of the academics. You
say you haven't noticed?
Item No. 1: The recreation room. Any of
you old pool hall veterans who haven't graced
the rec room with your distinguished presence
this past week would probably be shocked to
know that often there is no waiting list even
at the peak lunch hours. From our vantage
point in the newspaper office just across the
hall we can see any activity going on. Right
now, for instance, in the middle of the after-·
noon, poor old Irv Meeth, captain of the control desk, is sitting on his stool and gazing
out over his domain which is now occupied
only by a boy and a girl playing snooker on
the new gold-covered table.
Item No. 2: The UC lounges. Tpe lounges
in the west wing of the UC seem to be bare
of their usual noisy inhabitants. No longer is
there a large circle of chairs occupied by the
loquacious in the room next to the fishbowl."
Gone too are some of the prominent citizens
of the "zoo" (small lounge across from the
post office) who take pleasure in sprawling
all over the chairs and floors as if they had
just absorbed a grenade explosion. People are
actually studying.
Item No. 3: Fraternal societies. Not to de-

I Softball League I

tract from the fraternal image, but the great
brotherhoods are somewhat depleted, and
many of the vacancies are those of the Joe
Colleges and Fred Fraternities who are perhaps a little lacking in professional motivation. They just aren't around for the summer.
Item No. 4: The Library. Switching to the
positive side of the evidence, we might say
that the library is still enjoying good use
minus many of the lobby crowd.
These are just a few of the instances.
Many more crop up in classes, for example.
Then again, it can't all be attributed to serious students. Theoretically, we aren't supposed to have a freshman class at present,
and there are somewhat fewer people on campus. Also, maybe we have been under the influence of the Three Disciplines-Trimester
I, Trimester II, and Trimester III-for a long
enough period that the shock of soon-due
term papers and premature finals has produced a stricter academic climate.
Alas, it will all revert back to the norm,
at least temporarily, next August when a new
freshman class makes its appearance, cloaked
in the innocence of inexperiellce.
But even a more distinct change than that
will occut in June when the campus receives
both one-week-old high school grads and an
experienced entourage of school teachers!
-R. A. 0.

Meager Offerings
For Trimester Ill
Some students encouraged to return to
USF this summer, were dismally aware of
the meager offerings for Trimester III, IliA
and IIIB. We were assured that curricula and
the University itself would be run in the same
fashion as were the preceding trimesters. As
a result many students planned to retw·n for
third trimester. Those of us who did, however, discovered that the courses offered were
few and far between.
One of the more striking deficiencies was
the lack of Physical Education courses offered
throughout the entire trimester. IliA and
IIIB offer PE classes in the four-hour a week
form for the student able to schedule the
same free hour four days a week. In view
of the classes offered "at this time and at
this time only," such a schedule was considerably difficult to obtain.
If blame is the correct word to be used
in this situation, then we may lay it at the
feet of the state legislature. Working on an
insufficient budget, even when compared to
that of Trimester I and II, the University has
been forced to follow odd steps in securing
the summer trimester courses. The usual
procedure is to settle the course offerings
and then hire the faculty to teach those subjects. USF, however, has had to plan Trimester III backwards.
The University was given a budget even
more limited than usual because the number
of expected students during the first two trimesters did not register. Working with this
handicap, USF was forced to hire as many
faculty members as possible and then arrange
courses that the available teachers could
handle. As a result, USF has comparatively
few offerings for students carrying the full
trimester load.
II the state wishes its universities to make
full use of their facilities. the legislature
should be willing to allot funds enough to
maintain the institutions during the entire
year, not "for the season."
-NANCY BACKSNAN

iI

To Be Formed

By RICHARD OPPEL
Trimester III intramurals will
begin soon with the formation
of a "slow-pitch" softball league
despite the fact that intramurals
this term lack the formality of
··

STATION NEARS COMPLETION
A workman puts the finishing touches on the television station control room
in the library basement. The studios will house an FM radio station and a closed
circuit television station. Target date for the opening is set for the middle of
August.

Station WUSF To B~in
BroadcCsting This AUgust
· By WING PREODOR
"Where is all that noise commg from? ... Might as well go somewhere else to
study." This was a standard bit of dialogue on the first floor of the library toward
the end of last trimester.
Though it sounded as
though it might be coming
from the sky and the angry
gods who punish procrastinators, the noise was coming frorri the basement. The
results of all this hammering and drilling will be an
FM radio station and a
closed circuit television station.

Little Man on Campus

I

an activity points arrangement.
Intramural director Murphy
Osborne Jr. expects "at least
six teams from each residence
hall" to particiPate in the
1 e a g u e. Of course, two divisions-a men's and a women'swill comprise the league. Osborne is also hoping for participation by staff members from nN:@:ii:=~*'''w;::;:m:;,:<;<.<:mm::,:r:,;:wr:;;;;;,ii;~e:%:tm~)
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each college or division.
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. . :iii
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s a m e for "indepenoent" stu- f1 all three terms: Tri-III, @
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;~: Tri IliA and Tri-IIIB.
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While we're on the subject of j)':!
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The sj:udios will open around
the middle of August. Broadcast radius· for the radio station
is five miles. The cable for
the closed circuit television
goes to lecture halls and seform does to the edge of the
lected classrooms in each buildBy J:Il\1 FELTER
The Schaefer Gallery exhibi- painting. The artist almost acing on the campus.
tion, aptly titled "Contemporary complished a unity of disunity
Format Not Determined
Collages and ·Paintings" is rep- but still falls short of his alExact program format has
resentative of the Madison Ave· most impossible goal.
not been determined yet. This
"Anna N." is the best paintnue Galleries in New York City
will be one of the duties of the
It holds a broad and v a r i e d ing in the exhibition. Balcome
station's director, who will be
range of styles and techniques Green found himself sometime
added to the payroll soon. Accurrent on the New York scene. ago and hasn't lost himself
cording to Dr. G. C. Eichholtz,
The exhibition contains 3 since. The painting is typical
director of educational re"Pop Art" work, the first, I be- of his work, a nude partially
sources, the programs will
lieve to be shown in Tampa; an draped with what has beeP
probably be designed specificalillusionistic nude by Balcomb called 'a violent sea' erupting
ly to service the academic comGreen; collages experimenting about her. His paint application,
munity in the broadcast area:
in the use of all sorts of ob- it is interesting to note, has
lectures, lab cxpQl'iments, etc.
jects and materials which gives been greatly enlarged by sevThe television station will be
the general view of individual· eral other contemporary paintable to broadcast over four
ism and disunity common ers, 'so that one seems to see
channels at the same time; one
among manY !•ontemporary in a few square inches a 6'x6'
live show, one taped show, one
work of someone else.
artists.
film and one program of slides. •
Quality Falls Shor);
New York Displays
There will be four cameras; two
for the live show, one for the
exhibition falls short of In general the collages fall
SLJSPEGT iH~ ~OF~S5oR HAS HIS CL.A'!J5RIX»>\ FAVOOie~ theThequality
of the past fe·,v h t
film and one for the slides.
SOM6fJMeS 1-le IAK&~ lqru~Ni CSOOO~Yl;;S 1 Pr<errY
exhibitions but this is to be ex- s or in their quality. T h ere
Radio station WUSF is set up
are several good ones, · of
.
TJMe.tt
GIZAPLIATION
AI
HA~D
to broadcast a live show and
pect~d. It IS seldom. that ?118 course; most arc experiments
tape another at the same ume. -------------------~------- receives .the opportumty_ to Vlew .as I said above, and 'tricks' ds0
Membership Dr·1ve
According to Eichholtz, one
an c n tIre 1 Y good ?I . ~ V e. n veloped by the artist. There is
75 per cent good exhibitiOn m one excellent one however one
I
of the advantages of having an
Professor R. Wayne Hugoeducational broadcast license is
a New York Gallery. There arE· with good organi~ation, strlking
boom recently announced
a few great ones, several good impact, and with a definite
"Pf.ychosomatic Research _A you don't have to guarantee any
that membership in the uni.
number of broadcast hours a
versity choirs is open to stuo~es and many that are con· comment on the world we live
•
.
somedents. The music department Comparative Approach" will be day. "When you have
in. This one is "Collage With
.
s1dered bad.
when
it
say
you
is particularly seeking tal- the topic of a lecture to be given thing to say
. In the gallery, located m the Tintype" by Harry Dix.
air."
.
the'
off
go
y~u
don't,
Idele
library, "Two Women" by
at the University of South Flor- you
The University of South Flor- enled basses and altos.
Weber is a phase of so-called The small tmtype of a you_ng
The university choir holds ida by Joseph Brady on Wednes- Student Operated
Ida Division of Fine Arts will
"Pop Art." It is striking in both ~oy, I would dare say the artist,
Except for the not yet hired
present Edward Preodor, vio- classes on seventh periods, day, May 8, at 1:25 p.m.
Namara (Jack Morgan) was color and technique. Howevel' 1s off cen.ter and surrounded by
By LOUISE STEWART
Dr. Brady is Dir€ctor of the man in charge both studios are
linist, in concerts on Tuesday, Monday, Wednesday and Fri- - to be' entirely student
R. Wayne Hugoboom con- joined by the only Swede in its value and impact would in- an orgamzed chaos of collage.
May 7, at 1: 25 p.m. an d 8:30 day. The University Commu- Department of Experimental expected
p.m. They will be held in the nity Choir, open to membeors Psychology at the Walter Reed operated and serve as a training ducted the Universitv of South the band <Collier Summersl, crease with size. I should like O_ne look.s u~to the boy, not at
to have seen this painting s1x h1m .. Th1_s ~~ caused by the
1
·
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concerts, but a general admisThe evening performance the choirmaster by his ~uden.:_s ... trast as the general circular.•a.m. to 12 noon m the TAT.
who has been in a space cham- isted since the · Carboniferous
sion ticket is required. Tickets 7:00 Gofd Key
5
264
a larger compliment for
yielded
Age. Consequently, the zoolo<Ho~Uui"i~el~. ·MAY· 9· .uc ' her for over 125 days.
may be reserved by calling the
Dr. Brady is the author of gist is undoubtedly one of the the group to please and the reTheatre Box Office (988-4131, 1 :25 p.m. University Religious
~~::{'0';!1 Accciunun· · Club :. : .gg~~ three books and over 60 pub- few persons on earth who would ceptive atmosphere gave them
Ext. 343) between 1 and 5 p.m.
testify to the cockroach's intrin- the ease necessary for some of
weekdays, or may be picked up 6:30 p.m. SA Exec. ~ouncil . .UC264-5 lished articles.
There is no charge for the sic beauty as a laboratory speci- their light-hearted selections.
at the Box Office prior to tbe Teacber~P!~~~~k:d01~c~~nounce in
"As In The Present"
their classes that there are open_ings lecture, which will be held in men.
concert.
A rather short and stark picBelonging to this select group
~narW~u~~~~~eh"~~~ ~0Jr~ 1 {g.r >g~Yvo~g~t the Teaching . Auditorium-The
meets 7th period, Monday, Wednesday ater, and no tickets will be re of cockroach enthusiasts, Dr. ture of life was presented in
Felter Receives Cash f~o':n )~1ga~:m.c~~~~~~Y choir meets quired.
Gerald Robinson, assistant zo- the campus premiere of "As in
ology professor, is a cockroach the Present" written by Gale
students Interested in work-study asPrize for Art Work
and
cutter-upper whose order of Speorry, USF band director,
signments, who have not previously
f th
Jim Felter, art critic for the made application for the work-study
e
cockroaches from a biological Dr. Hans Juergensen o
Southern Accent has received ~ooperat!ve program sho~l<j. attend . an
supply company was cancelled. humanities division. Juergensen
(Continued from Page 1l
a $50 check for his print titled ~~fof:'rs·~~~. '(~~~m«~u~~vi-t'~fda~~s~oan.Y
The budget for projects totals \ Ironically, even though any wrote the brief, hard text of
. t
"C fl' t N 2 .. Th
7 AD 2103 ) ,
0 : .·
acknowledges the the composition and Sperry set
. e prm was ' work-study students who have re- $14,300. It includes money to housewife
on IC
·
d ·
t h'1
th
p f
d'
recently exh1b1ted m the 138th t~uned to the campus from a work P~· finance Chinesgut Hill confet·
1 ,
~s ~gri~~~ i~n :~.~~~
~nnual Exhibition of the Na- )';.'r.:r..:'i~~ :h~~~~·.';,'i.e~~~e Yt'f.~e '/;t!,~~!:! ences, a book exchange, a float ~~~k~ooa;i~;~/~~~~d lt%~t ~~t~i~ ~he
for the Gasparilla parade a folk any live cockroaches for his tone" technique.
twnal Academy of Destgn at in AD9 1010 not later than Thu~sday.
11
1~83 Fifth Avenue in New York ~~~re .i ;~r t~~ir"~,:>:;,~~~~;c{o:i~or'd~ be festival , a s peaker's ' series, animal physiology lab last tri- Richard Winter, a choir member and a student conductor ,
at 1:25 orientation for new students, mester.
CitY: and now b.eco'!1es part of work-Study Council will meet
guest conducted several of the
and two ·billboards outside the Drawbacks in Hunting
a pnvate collectwn m Newport, p.m., Monday, M}T1!'• AD 2103 .
Dr. Robinson readily ad- numbers while Hugoboom reAJ!~li~le university campus.
Rhode Island.
The proposed judiciary mitted that he could at any placed him in the ranks of the
. ... May 6·11
Jim has also received a letter Hardouin Mansart .
branch would receive $2 200 for time upset a gar bage can and choir. While not achieving the
from a leading Art Magazine Linguistics: Approach to
in Paris, France. requesting in- A LD~s~~~~~ km~~nmg .:: ::::: Ri~~ ~:~~ office supplies and f~rniture harvest the waiting supply of complete finesse and timing of
cockroaches as they skittered Hugoboom, Winler showed a
and secretarial help.
formation concerning his art in- Broader Concepts o£
The budget includes $22,624 away. However, there are two complete knowledge of his task,
· p~~~r~ic:f~on": ·:::: ·:::: :: :~:: 1g:U
terests.
for the speakers' bureau, mostly major drawbacks in hunting and the choir followed him
cockroaches indiscriminately in well.
for traveling expenses.
The sextet from "Lucia Di
The $9,500 for the yearbook garbage cans. First, the cockby Donizetti
would finance 3,000 copies of a roach can be dead only a short Lammermoor"
time before studying it in the highpointed the evening for the j
book containing 500 pages.
$275 is allotted for student lab, or else it is quite likely to audience as each of the six
polling. The religious council rot. If the biologist tries to fix soloists sang different words in
Edition
University of South Florida Campus
would receive $1,250 under the the specimen in order to keep Italian. sometimes two at a
it from rotting, the fixing proc- time-, and then all together. Six
proposed budget.
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Oppel
Other business of the legisla- ess will change the tissue's people, three of a triangle of
Layout Editor ..... . ................ . .. . Micha:el Foerster
ture included the announcement characteristics. Secondly, Dr. love, lament impending tragedy
Copy Editor ...... . .. .... ............. . ... Danny Valdes
that Rasco <Red) Davidson has Robinson sheepishly admits to since two of the triangle arc
Faculty Adviser .... .. ..... ...... .. ... ... . ... . ... .. ... Dr. A. T. Scrogeins
-!USF Phuto)
resigned as parlimentary au- being squeamish on cockroach already manied.
STAFF WRITERS
PAINTING FASCINATES USF COED
Kay Keating
Nancy Backsnan
Marie Lesiak
thority, to run for the legisla- ~ hunts. Apparently he has no "MacNamara's Band"
James Feller
Louise Stewart
Virginia Montes
A nearly slap-slick producture. He was replaced by Max compulsion to reach out and
USF coed Joan Singley seems to be fascinated by a particular painting in the
Jackie Montes
Wing Preodor
Cllif Price
H u d son, formerly parliamen- grab a handful as the roaches tion of "MacNamara's Band" Schaefer Gallery collection currently being exhibited in -the University Gallery.
THE CAMPUS EDITION deadline for copy Is noon Wednesday for
tarian. Replacing Hudson as par- scurry away from a dumped broke up the audience as the
the following Monday edition. For Information regarding newo fur the
Campus Edition dial Ext. 269.
plaid-coated, pipe-waving Mac- The gallery is located in the USF Library.
liamentarian is Gary Schimer. garbage can.

Music Prof
Featured In
P1. esentation

N.
L

cause of a lack of on-campus fa'
cilities.
Why, we ask, couldn't there
be competition scheduled at one
of the nearby pools (FSC or
GossJ. After all, it's summer,
this is Florida, and we are 80%
commuters.
If anybody would like to write
sports (sounds like another appeal, doesn't it?-it is), or anything else for that m a t t e r,
please contact Dr. A. T. Scroggins or Richard Oppel in UC
58. That's across from the rec
room in the basement.
.
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SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Los Angeles 7, Pittsburgh 3.
Chicago 3, Milwaukee 2.
San .Francisco .6-2, . New
York 3-4.
Philadelphia 6-2, Houston 5-6.
Cincinnati 5-4, St. Louis 4-7,
second game, 10 innings.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Philadelphia 7, Houston 0.
Pittsburgh 5, Los Angeles 0.

Hors eplay ers Are Best of the Breed
On the chance that the Kentucky Derby
was 'run off Saturday on schedule, I would
like to make a mental bet that the $2 bettor
-the guy who supports the track on less
sacred occasions - was no more in evidence
at Churchill Downs than the bleacher fanthe guy who supports the ball club during
the season - at World Series time.
FORTUNATELY, THIS WILL not discourage him from rushing to the $2 window when
the portals are thrown open to him again.

One thing you have to say about the horseplayer, he is bred for bone and heart and
spirit. ·
I am no particular fan of horses (a dull,
mangey lot>, but I am a devoted fan of the
horseplayer, as pure-blooded a breed as adversity and perseverance has even developed.
One has only to visit fhe track briefly to
see the heart-warming evidence of the improvement of the breed. Follow any pedigreed
member of the crowd as he parks his car
($I), pushes through the turnstiles C$2), buys

San Francisco 17, New York 4.
Cincinnati 6, St. Louis 0.
Chicago 7, Milwaukee 6.

his program (25c) and form sheet (50c) and
races to the daily double window ($2).

breeze - a fine physical specimen who would
excite heavy bidding in any auction ring.

BIG JAKE, A FRIEND OF MINE with
pure blood lines Cby George, out of Dough)
has perfected this routine to such an art that
he can judge his descent upon the dailyd:luble window, day in and · day out, with
never more than 30 seconds to spare.
Now, an occasional untried newcomer will
reach the window just before it comes crashing down but this is sheer racing luck. On
the turf, as the racing axiom goes, it is consistency that counts.
- Let us take a closer look at the conformation of my friend as he canters to his scat,
whinnying happily, head held high, fetlocks
firm, rump solid (I've told him a hundred
times to cut down on the cheese cake), and
black mane waving in the soft afternoon

BUT THERE IS FAR, far more to his
blood lines than meets the unschooled eye.
Generations of scanning racing forms
have made him keen of eye; countless agonies
of balancing past performances against shifts
of weight, jockey changes and other telltale giveaways have made him quick of mind.
(Horseplayers operate on the theory that the
winner of any race is foreordained, which
means he has only to find the vital clue hid·
den somewher·e arp.idst the cryptography.)
Countless sprints to the $2 ·show window
have left him strong of wind; and quiet, meditative hours of standing in line among push- ·
ing, shoving Saturday mobs have bred in him
a saintly patience 1 which, in turn, can be
(Continued on Page 16, Col. 2)
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TUESDAY'S GAMES
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Philadelphia at New York,
night.
San Francisco at Milwaukee,
night.
Los Angeles at St. Louis, night.
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Kansas City
New York

or

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Detroit I2, Baltimore.
Minnesota 4, New York I.
Boston 3, Kansas City 2.
Cleveland 4, Los Angeles 3.
Chicago 8-7, Washington 0-8.

Cleveland 6, Los Angeles ·o,
night.
Kansas City 14, Boston 3, night,
5 innings, rain.

-(AP

Wirephoto)

CHATEAUGAY IN COMMAND
Kentucky Derby long-shot Chateaugay steps in front of the field and into
command of the situation, edging Never Bend and Candy Spots (9).

Chat eaug ay Isn't
At His Peak Yet~

They hit the mile with Never
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (IP}-Ken- didn't give him any special ind bY a
Chateaugay, structions · I J'ust went over each B en d st'll
w1·nner·
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rom hiS peak as a 3-year-old, paper, showmg h1m what to exChicago 8, Washington 1.
stretch, Baeza had Chateaugay
Chicago at Kansas City, night. may make the public forget the pect from each of them."
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1
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e
trip
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Three
Big
so-called
night.
Washington,
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New York 3, Minnesota 2.
Candy Spots, said his colt "had yards into the stretch Chateaucrown set.
Boston at Bal(imore, night.
TilE SON OF Swaps car~ied a run at the leaders but jusL gay had a length lead and was
--------------- --------'------ ------------.
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Guggenheim satd It was an
going into the Derby was third
the tournament.
a P.M. to Mldnltrht
and hope I can improve.
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gat
I've.
If
race.
excellent
'
Bend.
Neve~
of
"th.manh w~nts t~/~Pr~ve ai Jack Nicklaus, SI3,000 64·68·72-69-273 a neck back
Thrilling! Exciting
. 72·69·71·68--278 AMBUSH ST4BLE'S On My lose a Derby I can't thmk of a
any mg e oes. la .5 ow .. Tony Lema, S5,300
it to
Wagering
d nicer gentleman to lose
Pari-Mutuel
th
f . . h•r-d f
66·71·73-68-278 H
golf. Arnold Palmer, S5,300 71-71-70·69-281
feel about my future 1D
h ., G
G
an
our
on or tms e
Nicklaus capped his brilliant G'dner Dickinson, $2,900
Daily Double
a 1albreat .
than John
Ted Kroll, $2.900 ..... 72·71-69-69-281 Greentree Stable's Nof Robbery
'th 3
72
68
64
f
d
h B. ' breath is master of Darby Dan
b
th
- - WI a -un- Bob Goalby, $2,900 ... .. 73·68-68·72-281
roun s o
1st and 2nd
der-par 69 Sunday and won by Doug Sanders, $2,250 . . 70-72-72·69-283 the o er mem er o t e 1g F
Tickets
,
arm.
and
Spots
Cand:r
with
Three
H:~t~~:~t=L~
s~:a~~o
l'iffi~~;·
'b~r;;:
five strokes with a 72-hole score
Never Bend, last years chamJacky Cupit. $1.850 ... . 71-70·72-71-284 Never Bend, was ftfth.
Information
and
()f 273
lead
the
took
colt,
Ray Floyd, Sl.462.50 ... 76-74-68·68--286 The first four finishers now pion juvenile
.
Tampa 831-1411
BILL CASPER Jr. was forced 'b~~~.n1>1~~!~. M.:l~B~ : ~~:n:~t~t=~~ head for Baltimore and the sec- right out of the gate and mainSt. Pete WX 2311
72-73-70·71-286 ond leg of the triple crown, the tained a length margin over No
to withdraw because of a swol- John Barnum, Sl.462.50
Clearwater WX 2311
275
len, aching left hand after eight ~11JY cr;;W;:,~,ei~L~~4 . ·: ~~:~~:~tn=m Preakness at Pimlico. No Rob- Robbery when they came by the
FREE PARKING
Bo Wininger. Sl,l75 .... '10-72-77·71- 290 bery who bucked his shins, may stands the first time. Candy
holes on the last round.
and Valet Parking
Spots was third at this point.
~gt~t~t:i~ sit this one out.
So Nicklaus' closest competi- r;~';.e1"*~~il. sh~I8o
No Minor1
DOWN THE backside they
Conway said he wasn't at all
71-75-75·71-292
tors were Arnold Palmer, the Doug Ford. Sl,050 .....
0oo ~~:~~:~t~~i~ surprised that Chateaugay, a still ran in this order with Bonformer king of the pros, ~nd ~~~ces;~~:.m$~~0'/,o
with a lot of early speed, jour fourth, Gray Pet fifth and
Tony Lema, who surged mto Bobby Nichols, SLOOO . . 75·73-75-71-294,colt
Chateaugay sixth• Royal Tower
-72-7!-?2-294 dr·opped off tl1e pace•
· · · 79
Johnston,
the picture with a 66 and tie Al
77-74-72-72-295
$1,000 · ...
Ragan, $l,ooo
Dave
Al Gcibergcr. $1,000 ... 77·?8:70-73- 298 "I told Braulio to just ride was seventh, Investor eighth and
with Palmer at 278.
Palmer finished with a 68, but Bill Casper Jr,, $l,OOO u.n~lhetal money the horse ' " Conway said. "I On My Honor ninth.
said, "I had a very unimpres- -70.69-69-withdrew, InJury.
sive round. I was scrambling. I
had quite a few putts that came
up short."
Nicklaus, comparing his play

Nicklaus Feels

95
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for
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American
Car

only

Just Say "Charge it" • • ;
Take months to pay

0

He COn Improve!

Ladies' Night

.::

·::

n:

America n
(Continued from Page 14)
off loser Ralph Terry in the first
and Vic Power doubled home a
run in the third. Terry had
beaten the Twins five straight
times before Sunday.
Morehead, a 19-year-old whose
other victory was a shutout over
Washington, held the hard-hitting A's to one run and two hits
over the first seven innings,
but needed relief help from
Dick Radatz in the eighth with
one run across. Frank Malzone
and Chuck Schilling homered
for Boston.
The Tigers, still in the cellar,
had lost four straight before
they found their hitting eyes
against the Orioles. Freeham's
double and an error put Detroit
ahead in the fourth. Tom Sturdivant picked up in a deal with
Pittsb~rgh, was the winner in
relief.
TilE ANGELS LOST their
fourth straight as Bo Belinsky·s
record fell to 1-4. Dick Donovan bad a 4-1 lead in the ninth,
when the Angels go two, but
Barry Latman stopped them in
relief.
Hoyt Wilhelm's knuckleball
apparently did 'nt knuckle at
Chicago. The relief pitcher came
in with two out and two on in
the ninth inning of the second
game and Chuck Hinton hit his
first pitch for a three-run
homer that sank the Sox.
Ray Herbert pitched a threebit ter over the Senators in the
first game, and Dave Nicholson
and Ron Hansen homered for
Chicago.

Yesterday's Stars

tiATTING -

Bill

Freehan, Tigers,

tonus rookie bit two home runs and
ltatted in five runs In Detroit's 124
1'0 m p over Orioles.

PITCHING-Ray Herbert, White Sox,

abut out Washington with three bito
8 ~ fl for third vidory, striking out seve~

and walking only one. .. . .. . .. . . ....

firt$fO nt NEW TREADS
APPLIED ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRE$

' WHITEWALLS-ANY SIZE
Narrow or Wide Design,.

Tubeless or Tube-type
Our New Tread$, identified by Medallion and lhop mark, on

GUARANTEE D

1 . Asainst defect. in workmanship and materials during life o( t-d.
2. Asainst nonnal road hazards (except repairable punctures) encowttered in everyday paS80Slger car use lo• 12 months.
Replacements prorated on u-d WMr and bued on Jiit prioo. curra>t
at time of adjustment.

I

DALE MABRY SHOPPING CENTER

DOWNTOWN STORE

Ph. 253-0416
1205 S. Dole Mabry
COne Block front Courthouse)
Op~n 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. Mon.-Fri.
Ph. 229·2626
900 E. Lafayette
Sat. 'til 6 P.M.
Open 7:30 A.M.-6.00 P.M.-Fri. Nite 'til 9 P.M.
LAKELAND
202 N. Mass Ave.
Ph. MU 6-4153

SARASOTA
Cor. Main & Pine
Ph. 955-4187

PLANT CITY
Reynolds at Palmer
~h. 752-4177

BRADENTON
1Oth Sr. & 4th Ave. Dr.
Ph. 743-0711

CLEARWATER
ST. PETERSBURG
9th St. and 9th Ave, N. 100 N. Fort Harrison
Ph. 446-2144
Ph. 862-7749
BARTOW
180 S. Wilso•
Ph. 533-2157

WINTER HAVEN
6th St. & Ave. "A" SW
Ph. CY 3-2116

Regardless Which of These Quality
Ferman Oldsmobile Salesmen Win Our

MAY ·JUNE SALES CONTEST

BECAUSE:

CHOOSE FROM DOZENS

Including Starfire Sport
coupes. Come browse!

1-We've given them the
green light to meet any
reasonable deal you offer.
2-We're givinCJ them BIG
Prizes based on the number
of units sold-NOT on the
dollar volume or net profit!
3-0ur inventory has been tripled
for this event. We're in CJOOd
shape to take short profit
in exchange for volume,
and our lot full means bet•
ter selection!
YOU CAN'T LOSE! Now's the time
to get in on that "something extra
in owning an Olds!"
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Boat Accidents Decrease

*

.f,;_i•~
.£

FIRST GAME-Doubles, 6 points:
Milo-Jauregui, Luki·Vetri, Relnaldo-Insaustl,
Goiri-Urqulza,
MurllJo-Atano,
Arias- Almorza,
BerasateeuiUrlona.
Subtitutes: Oyarzun-Salvador.
SECOND GAME-Singles, 6 points:
Tacoto, Martoreu, Churruca, Beitla,
~r:,d1X\f;err~~agulrre, Azpirl. SubstiTHIRD GAME- Doubles, s points:
tte%~o~~~-~';,"s'::u!'t?.k1·~:{g~':io-U.~'i:~~:
Alberro-Jauregui, Golri-Salvador, AriasAtano. Substitutes: Berasategui-Martorell.
FOpRTHA 9'AME-MilS!ngLukles,.
S points:
Urqwza,
0•
rias,
"
Berasategui, Alberro. Substitute: Murll!~.
FIFTH GAME -. Douples: 5 PO\Dts:
Churruca-Eiola, Euagmrre- Mand1ola,
Berasatcgw-Muguena. Tacolo - Beltla,
Alberro-Tolqs~, Peredo-Orluondo. Substltute: AzpiriME D 1
. t
SIXTH GA .. - ouJ;l es, 5 poins:
Relnaldo · Azpm, Munllo · Garmend1a,
Oyarzun-Atan'!, Arias-Salvador. P.eredo;
Uriona, L\!ki·MartoreU. Substitutes.
Tacolo-Urquua.
SEVENTH GAME- Doubles, 5 points:
Mllo-Mandiola, Goiri-Ortuondo, Beras~-

*

*

*

*

THE ANNUAL meeting of the Florida Ocean
Racing Association has been scheduled for Friday,
May 17, at the Clearwater Yacht Club. Among things
to be considered will be the selection of times and
dates of the 1963-64 race schedule, the election of
officers and other pertinent association business.

Eizaguirre.

NINTH GAME-Doubles,

Arias.J'\fuguerza,

Gavier played . without victory over Dade City in the
Intersocial Baseball League at
Clark and Gregory will meet Cuscaden Park.
MacDill downed West Tampa
Murray and Lee Gay, winners 7-5 in the first game of' the
over Nester Fernandez and Ted doubleheader on a two-run
LeCompte yesterday, 2-1 in a single by Eddie Lentz. The day's
semi-final~ match.
best pitching performance was
The other championship flight turned in by Dade City's 7'omtny
semifinal finds Bill Dudley and Brice who held Gibsonton to
M artin C arlton, 6- 5 wmners
·
f our h"ts
· a 1osi nt c.ause.
1 m
over W. D. Davis and Charles McCORD HURLS 0-HITTER
Smith facing Joe Steinberg and
Dennis McCord struck out 18
John Enander, Steinberg and and pitched a no-hitter yesterEnander whipped Neil Walters day at the Tigers whipped the
and W. E. Tucker, 5-4. John Giants, 14-1 in an Interbay Babe
Spiekermann turned in the sec- Ruth League game.
ond eagle so far in the .tourney
Dick James and Don Gibson
when he hit a four wood in the both had three hits and Earl
hole on the fly on No. 10.
Porath had a homer for the winThe first Eagle came Saturday ners. The Giants' run was unand was made by Uly Valles earned.
when he hit a No. 3 iron on
TAMPA GREYS WIN
No. 6 th~t hit the green and
The Tampa Greys defeated
bounced m the cup.
the Fort Myers Jets 5-3 at the
WOMEN INSTALL OFFICERS 22d Avenue· ball park.
The_ ~amp a. Women's. G 0 1f . Char~ es Harris was the wlnAssociatwn will hold mstalla- mng pitcher and Frank Cumtion of. officers at a Temple mings took the loss. Yesterday
Terrace luncheon_ tomorrow at marked the first win for the

Koerner and Jim Durrance, 2 _1
in the second round of the
Temple Terrace four-ball golf
championship.
Durrance and Koerner Saturday downed Ralph Gavier,
who along with Ed Jones, has
won the t 1"tle three s t r a 1· g h t

WILBUR F.
CLAM ON

;:~

Boulevard
Phone 8 76·6423
p 621096
I

l

STATE FAitM
rllulwl Aldamabill lmvliiiC& -..,.
' 110118

OJ!a: BloooriJI&Itl.lllinais

$1AII IAR•

A

IN1UUNC~

nine -holt low -gross ~ourney
that morning. Tee off ttme for
the tourney will be off either
of the nines at 9 a.m.
GIBSONTON STOPS DADE
CITY
Catcher Bill Mooneyham unloaded a three-run homer yesterday to give Gibson ton a 5-3

Monore.
ACME HALTS MILLERS
Chickie Garcia p_itched an d
got three hits as Acme beat
Miller High Life 8-4 in the Municipal Baseball League. Acme
rallied for six runs in the fifth.
TED KING, LEWIS HILL TIE
Ted King and Ltwis 'Hill tied

for first place in the second
Sunday action of the Davis Islands Yacht Club sailing series.
Hill won the toss of the coin
and was declared the winner.
Ray Chase was third. Axel 01sen won the windmill division
and Ernest Garrison copped the
110 series race.
OLPH MEETING
OLPH . Athletic Association
wili meet tonight at 8 p.m.. at
the school. Final plans for the
annual sport§ dinner will be
made
·
·K~'G JEWEL WIN
Jl'l •
POT 0' GOLD
Norma King and Evelyn Jewel
yesterday won the pot of gold
bowling tourney at Regal Lanes
with a score of 1,187.
FATHER, SON'S PIGEONS WIN
The fathtr, son t~am of Erwin
and Jack Riggs placed the top
two entries in the Northside
Tampa Pigeon Racing Club's
300-mile race yesterday to
Macon, Ga.
Joe Baldasan a third an d

(except Sunday)

8:10 P.M.
MATINEES
WED.·SAT.
2:00 P.M.
Central Air-Conditioning

Bradenton Boacl

i

Sorry, No Minors

1

Garmendia,

pr·a tt

Lowers
.
Stock car fans a~e won d ermg
how much faster DICk Pratt can
tur nthe third-mile Golden Gate
Speedway after t h e veteran
chauffeur placed another track
record on the books Saturday
night.
Pratt lopped better tha_n 10
seconds off the record Wlth a
clocking of 5:5~.46 for _the 20
laps or 6% m1les. Th1s put
Pratt far ahead of second place
Dave Scarborough of Largo,
who is running better every
week.
Pratt also set a mark for
eight laps when he won the first
heat to grab the pole spot for
the feature. His time in the
featur e was well u n d e r the
sup~r modified record .
.
Bill Swanson was the wmner
in the street division, followed
by Frank Ellis and D en n is
Southard.
The second modified semi
was a mixture of both hot cars
and hot words. Jim Alvis somehow escaped injury when his
car ran over Buzzie Reutimann's
rear wheel and flipped. The
car slid on his top, caught fire
briefly and ended up halfway
over the rail. Pete Folse, runnnig his last race here before
departing for the IMCA circuit,
ended up under the back end
of Alvis' car but was also un-

GENERilL KIMFT TREADS
THE MAN

THE MATERIALS
Pioneer uses only the fine-st double
milled camelback. The same as in

NEW General tires-"DURAGEN".

THE MACHINE
Tampa's

most

modern

precision

injured.
On the retstart, Reutimann
and Pratt tangled in the fourth
turn w~th both sliding up near
the ra1l. The two exchanged
words but were separated by
cooler heads before any blows
were struck.
First hea~!..~~\~d CM~ser; !, Bob
Layton; 3, Tom Boyer, 2:3f.4s.

Fr~'i.c~n!'lerl~;~;-J; E~11bat~~~~f~~~.

2

'

Semifinal-;i. c h u c k Grimm; 2.
I?uane Huskm; 3, Blll Swanson. No
time.
SPORTSJ\fAN
F_irst heat- I,, Dick Pratt; 2, Jim

Al,S!~~n~· ~':.~....:i~~~;,t~~\;td~r)c;o1i~i

Y~~~i ~~~~~~~r:r~o~~u~art~~ rl
Otis Brayton; ~· Tod Padgett. 3:40.13
<r~~~~~~- semlflnal- 1, Scarborough; 2,
Jim Mingo; 3, Bob Smith. 12 laps. No
time.
.
2

Six-Man Tag
Team Match
On Mat Card

Don Curtis hopes to put the
"sleeper" hold on Saul Weingeroff when the manager of Kurt
and Karl Von Brauner joins the
German twins for a six_ man
Australian tag team wrestling
match at the Fort Homer Hesterly Armory tomorrow night.
curtis will be backed by
·
d .
'11
Edd1e Graham an Ray V1 mer
for the t~o ou_t of three fallh
match wh1ch Will be one of the
feature events , on Promoter
I
Cowboy Luttrall s four · match
c~rd ar ranged to start at 8:30
JUST RIGHT
o cloc~.
FOR YOUR
We_mgeroff hll;s boaste~ that
FORD
h_e w1ll be the f1rst man m a~CHEVROLET or
ttOn and start the German trw
EXCHANGE
PLYMOUTH
to victory. Plans by Curtis and
his partners is to use the sleepFOR YOUR PONTIAC,
FOR YOU'R
er on Weingeroff and knock him
BUICK. OLDSMOBILE,
out for the rest of the match.
CADILLAC, LINCOLN
DODGE, CHRYSLER
Ramon Torr es, co-holder of
or IMPERIAL
the
world tag team championor MERCURY
ship,
will try to bring_ another
for only
for only
title into the family when he
meets Southern Champion Hiro
Matsuda of Japan. Last week
"TOP VALUE
the young J apanese star failed
NO DOWN PAYMENT
in a bid for the t eam crown.
STAMPS WITH
Al Torres, other member of
EASY TERMS
EVERY PURCHASE"
"We Service What We Sell''
the Calif ornians, will try for a
sweep over the Japanese heavyTAMPA at WASHINGTON STS.
PHONE 229·1951
weights in a match with Duke
...................................................... ........~................1\Keomuka.
vulcanizing shop. The finest new

equipment.

4 $4044 '
FOR

4

$4444

PIONEER

4

$4844

Tacoto-E;l~la,

_Bera~ate~t·

Pancho Picks

FmsT GAME-Luki-Vetrt, Golrl·
Urquiza, Berasatecut-Urlona.
co~;:coND GAME-Beiat, Azplrl, T..
TWRD GAME-Arias-A,ano, Loki·
u1-'l:tfit~W·J~~~·~urqulza, Milo'
Alberro.
FIFTH GAME- Elzagutrri-Mandlota,
Tacolo-Beiila,
Peredo-Ortuondo.
SIXTH GAME_
Peredo-Urlona, Mu-

r~'Ef;~~Hnd~':\.J-~~;tt.::~?.!dliola,

Alberro-Urqulza, Ber..stegue-Jnsaustl,
EIGHTH GAME-Eiola, Azplrl,
P~~~H GAME-Peredo-Garmendla.
Tacolo-Ortuondo, Arlas-Muguerza.
TENTH GAME-Oyarzun-Garmendla,
MUo-Eiola, Tacolo-Salvador.
ELEVENTH GAftiE-Churruea-Salvr.·
dor, Tacoto-Eiola, Peredo-Azplrl.

Sara seta

Ent •e

rI s

_
.
c;'f!5~, RACE- Five-siXteenths mile-

L~m-~L~~~

*&. Sl~o

~: f:Jt~-:~~;

La gGina
B. N.M.'s R'ket Age
SECOND RACE-Five-sixteenths mile
11f;~e s~~d
5. Ed's T-Bird
2: Jet Era
6. Kinipopo
:· fawmp L;rry
:· r'f~ ti;ade
T~~D ~:cE-Fi~e-s':xtee:ths mileGrade D:
L ARrtlsdtryT
5. MAduuer w
2. an y ray
6. am yn
3. Deluxe Lineage 7. Magerico
4. Sklpperlno
8. Louie Lad
FOURTH RACE-Five-sixteenths mile
- Grade M:
L Kool Reception s. Go Tip
2. Sunday Driver 6. Stone Hill
3. Pet Me
7. Nixon's Lemon
4. Perlene
8. Royal Score
FIFTH RACE-Three-eighths mile Grade T:
1. Ac~ Quick
5. Fightln Gator
~: ~~~ :~bbler ~: tf1u'E,,;;re~nn
t. Hots-Catch-It
8. Wind to Win
SIXTH RACE- Five-sixteenths milefrf3intC:
5. Count on Elsa

State Tourney

SARASOTA (JP) - Onl¥ one
pin separated the leaders m the
all events handicap of the Florida State Bowling Tournament
after the first ~eekend of the
29th annual affa1r.
Buddy Wilson, Sarasota, led
with 1,981 to 1,980 for Burgell
Crespell, Fort Lauderdale. Crespell held the scratch lead with
sets of 646, 625 and 592 for a
total of 1 863.
Don C'rawf ord , S arasot a, h e ld
the. singles scratch lead with 676
whtle Al pepalma, San.ford, wa~
second wtth 658. Dems Munro,
Sanford, had 746 to lead the
singles handicap division,
B t ·ngle game during the
es Sl
weekend was p o s t e d by Joe
Stone, Sarasota, who rolled 268.
Dave Boozer and Lloyd Handon Sarasota held the doubles
lead in the 'handicap divjsion
with 1,370 and Cortez Lanes,
Bradenton, led in team handicap
with 3,200.
Scratch leaders in doubles
were Crespell and Robert Parnett fort Lauderdale with
1,257, while Lord's Oakhurst
Motel, Sarasota, led in team

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
Now you can have your outboard motor for as little as $5 a month!
Take advantage of this tremendous offer by Pioneer to the Sportsmen of the Greater Tampa Area! Just come in and select the one
that fits your needs!

ssoo
LIGHTWIN
1963 Evinrude

A
Month

3 Horsepower
1963 Evinrude

FISHERMAN
5'12 Horsepower
1963 Evinrude

SPORTWIN
10 Horsepower

s1so.o

Month

"Top 1'alue Stanaps Witla Every Purchase"
Pioneer's Own
Personalized
Financing

PIONEER
"We Service What We Sell"
Tampa at Washington Sts.

Free Parking
On Our Lot
Rear of Store

~w~r~a~~~h~c~o~m~p~e~t~it~~~n~a~t~~~-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(Continued from Page 15)
$835.60 but it's always a friend
rewarded only in another world. of a friend. Sheer propaganda.
The point I'm making (and,
WHICH IS just as well, since like any honest crapshooter I'm
he knows by now that it isn't making it the hard way) is that
going to be rewarded in this any man who coughs up five
one.
bucks to buy into a place is not
There are still some blue- a gambler.
noses who insist that thoroughGAMBLERS. play roulette,
bred racing instills an unseemly
gambling drive in otherwise blackjack and dice. Gentlemen
sportsmen,
out to spend a few
prudent, industrious men. This
is ridiculous on the face of it, dollars for a day's entertainbecause I can assure you that ment, go to the theater, the race
Big Jake was never prudent or track or, if they really have
class, to the ball park.
industrious .
And I'm not ta 1 king only
What the critics cannot seem
to understa nd is that far from about the nut. If a gambler is
encouraging gambling, the race getting an honest count, the
tr ack purifies the stock of all house cut in dice is 1.44%. In
its g r a s p i n g, avaricious in- blackjack it is 3% and in roulette it is 5.26%. In horse raestincts.
ing, the state, municipality and
WE HAVE ALREADY seen track cuts-plus breakage-can
that it costs a man $5.75 just go as high as 20%. Since no
for the privilege of entering the gambler; i.e., a rational being
gates. I include the price of the risking his money in the hope
daily-double ticket in the nut, of showing a profit would subsince it is a well-known fact mit to such a cut, it followsthat nobody ever hits the as good money follows after bad
double.
- that, by definition, no gamThat's not what the directors biers can be found patronizing
of the track would have us be- their local race tracks.
lieve, of course, but you know
No, the horseplayers are all
very well that you have never honest, upright folk, physically,
cashed a double and that none mentally and spiritually honed
of your friends has ever cashed to a sharp, singing edge. The
a double. Sure, you hear about best of the breed!

For the Economy-Minded Who Still Want a GOOD TIRE

k~~;r, c~"a"Je GS:iue~:.:!1bo~~~e.ve{.~~~

scratch leader-St. Clair and Bauer,
1,043.
?!l!;s~~ctr_~22 ; C~'!'~~:,:ci!;~f~•·Ja~~: Class C - Anette Wessel· Shirley
sonville. 2,917; scratch leader - Palm ~~gr;P~~~. ~":nss"a"c~i:i. 1i~~~; ~':a~"i!t
Beach Kennel Club, 2,573.
cone-Hazel Sewell, Pensacola, 1,235;
Ci
B D r
Fu ·t
D t
scratch leadel'--Falconc-Sewel!, 965.
Be a:~: 2,gg2:y;~ter ~~o~~g ~~~.~
SINGLES
Tampa, 2,988; Dempsey Chevrolet,
Tampa, 2,945; scratch Jeadel'--Daytona Class A-Doris Colbert, St. PetersFurniture 2,479
~N";g,D~~e P~K&;h,g,e•Jr!rpet~~!~~~;
Class C-Del;,.ar Furniture Pensa; scratch leader-Colbert, 618.
cola, 2.966; Gayfers No. 1, Pensacola, 665Class B-Mary Alice Conti,
Pensa2,941; Provost O!fice Equipment, Cocoa, cola, 686; Marge Brown, Clearwater,
2,933; scratch leader-Martine'.s Inc. 683· Kathefine Sessions Perry, 678;
Jacksonville, 2,207.
' scr~tch leader-Marge Brown, 566.
DOUBLES
Class o.; - Ruth Bonelli, Pensacola,
Class A-Josie Massey-Dorothy Cham· 680; Meldee Johnson, Gainesville, 679;
bers Orlando 1272· Fae Hall-Agnes Lucy Mae Knox Pasco County 661'
Sawyer, Browaro' co'unty, 1,257; Mary scratch leader-Bonelli, 527.
'
'

4.

Record

~iiiiiiiiiii:==~~~;;~~p;e;o~pile~w;h~o~c;ais~h~t~i;c;k~eit;s;;fo~r~<;c;op~yini"gihtiil96i3i'iFiiielidiEinireir~~i~icis.ilin~c.,>

Churruca- Atano, Arlas-

ro;~~a, su~:tJg~~zpf~as-~~Sfd1J.e- o-

~:

Bill Veeck s Column
1

EACH NIGHT

:

Ta·

0

~HM~~ l~Mp~fu~~g~-~ili~~~~~~~~~~~~fu~.
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In individual competition,
Tampa's Sue Guerry and St.
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ara urger are our
in the Class A Doubles with .a
score of 1132.
HANDICAP LEADERS
Class A-Ford Plumbing, Tampa,

EIGHTH GAME-Singles, 6 points: strong third,
Azplri, Oyarzun, Elola, Mandiola, Mugue!"Za, Peredo, Tolosa. Substitute:

(Continued on Page 17, Col. 1)

Greg~ry yesterday bested Bill Jones in Saturday's round.

Pensaco_la (JP)-A score of 247
gave Dons Booth of Orlando
high game in the 16th Annual
Florida Women's Bowling Tournament which ended its third
weekend here Sunday.
Doris Col~ert of St. Pete~sburg was high scratch Senes
leader with 618 and Mary
Esther Spirkoff of Hollywood
led in all events scratch SCOring
witb 1,729.
.
Ford Plumbmg of Tampa was
the leader in Cl"SS A Team
.,
Handicap with a score of 2,933
which is only 11 pins ahead of
c nd place Electric Communise 0
cations of St. Pete.
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TWO SHOOTS have been announced by the Winter Haven Skeet ~nd Trap Club! one for this Saturday
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cent, while property damage sank 8 per cent from
$4,378,00(} to $4,028,700.
We would say this indicates that efforts to educate newcomers to boating and remind experienced
boatmen of safety rules are bearing fruit. The tens of
thousands of dollars and the hundreds of thousands
of man-hours that the Coast Guard, its Auxiliary, the
U.S. Power Squadrons, boating industry firms, and
marine dealers have expended to educate people in
the basics of boat handling are paying off in increased
safety.

A recent U.S. Coast Guard report on boating
safety during 1962 should help put an end to fears
about a rise in the boating accident rate.
The report, issued last month, shows an 8.5 per
cent drop in the number of fatal boating accidents,
coupled with a 13.9 per
w«:\\.fJ.l!21'lh
cent increase in the num·
ber of registered boats.
Fur, Fin
The Coast Guard report showed a decrease of
'nFeathers
104 in the number of persons who lost their hves
in boating accidents durBy Ernest
ing 1962, a drop to 1,114
from the 1,218 boating
Villanueva
fatalities recorded in 1961.
'
At the same time, the
Coast Guard reported that
i"..EEc:i·~mm~mrn!'i.'lmll
the number of registered boats had climbed from the
1961 figure of 3,085,732 to 3,516,052.
ACCIDENTS OF all types were down 4.4 per

Tampa Tearn Leader In
Women 1s State Pin Meet
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Tucker
Tops At
Dragway
Atlanta's Don Nicholson will
be at the Tampa Dragway Sunday challenging the- Don Gar
lits' super stock Dodge for the
number nine spot on the Stock
Eliminator List but the man he
may have to watch out for is Orland's Bob Tucker.
Tusker mopped up at the
Dragway yesterday by taking
stock eliminator honors and also
first place in the super stocks
in his '63 Chevy. Tucker said
after yesterday's races he _plans
to be back Sunday and Wlll try
to challenge Nicholson.
Buddy Bass, a P a r a c h u t e
maker for dragsters, won top
eliminator honors with his sup er-charged Chevy dragster.
Nick Ballard of J;llant City, putting his new A competition
coupe on the line for the first
time, was an easy winner of
middle eliminators honors.
Little eliminator honors went
to St. Peler sburg's Chic Davis
in a Cor,vette-pow~re~ Willys._
Garllts Dodge d1dn t make 1t
to the Dragyvay yesterday. :\!though Don IS up north :unmng
his A. fuel dra~ster, his crew
here IS prepa~mg the super
stoc~ for ~h~ N1~holson run but
ran mto difftcultlcs and couldn't
g t th
r ready in time to try

o~t y:s~:rday.

Val LaPorte, scheduled to run
yesterday, blew an engine Saturday night and was unable to
make the races.
Nicholson will pit his '63 aluminunrn Chevy-reputed to be
the fastest in the countrya gainst the Garlitts' Dodge in
best two-of-three run that was
rescheduled for Sunday after
being postponed two weeks ago
when Nicholson blew an engine
and was unable to make it here.

Fight Results
The

By
As.oclated .Press
LAS VEGAS, Nev.-Will1e Pastrano,
176, Miami, outpointed Wayne Thornton, 175IA, Fresno, CaiJC. 10.
SHERBROOKE, Ont.-Sugar Ray Robinson, I61\li, New York, knocked out
Maurice Rolbnet, 165, Alg~r ia, 3.
BRESCIA, Italy-Sante AmontL 194,
Italy, and Wayne Bethea, 2IO, New
York, drew, 8.
HALIFAX - Blair Richardson, 160,
South Bar, N.S., outpointed Wllfie
Greaves, 159%, Detroit, 12.
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First Federal Savings and Loan Association of Tampa is happy
to be your host for the first free baseball. game of. the year.. Get your
ticket at any Fiist Federal Office in Tamp,a: 408 Franklm, 721 S.
Dale Mabry, 1920 E. Hillsboro, or 4134 W. Hillsboro.
Bring the whole family to enjoy an evening of boo prmemonal
Class A baseball!
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20 PRIZES

WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
• 1 Admiral Table Model Radio
$25 Savings Bond
$10 Savings Account at First Federal Savings
&· Loan Association of Tampa
• 1 $5 Savings Account at First Federal Savings &
Loan Association of Tampa
• 10 Pads of free tickets for future baseball games
at AI Lopez Field
• 6 Baseballs autographed by Tarpons Team
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An First Federal offices are ope-n weekdays from 9:00-AM to 1:00PM.
Get your free tickets today!

FIRST
FEDERAL
SAVINGS
AND LOAN
ASSOCIATJON

OF TAMPA
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